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Examining our diversity
Rose Egge
An inside look at how ethnicity defines SU
Staff Writer
"The real world is diverse and
you're going to work with differ-
ent people everyday, so it's better
to learn it here, in college, and get
ready for it, so that when you get
out there it's not a culture shock."
There is no doubt that Seattle
University agrees with Deandra
Hee, a senior business manage-
ment major, on the importance of
diversity. What is less clear is how
SU has become such an ethnically
diverse institution and how that has
affected both the racial minorities
and the majority.
Just how diverse is
Seattle University?
With the recent formation of
the Engaging Diversity task force,
frequent multicultural events and
the mention of diversity in the
school's mission statement, the stu-
dent body has likely noticed SU's
fixation on the "d" word.
What they might not realize is
thatSeattle University is one ofthe
most ethnically diverse universities
in the Northwest, second only to
Heritage University in the Yakima
Valley.
"From a cultural diversity stand-
point, sheer numbers would say
that we are [diverse], Seattle Uni-
versity would be the most diverse
comprehensive university in the
Northwest," said Tim Leary, senior
vice president.
Recruiting
Targeted recruitment is one of
the more significant ways the Seattle
University has sought to maintain a
diverse student body.
To attract applicants from vari-
ous ethnic, social and economic
backgrounds the university visits
high schools where students may
not have considered Seattle Univer-
sity for economic or social reasons.
Recruiters target these groups
and tell students about Seattle
University's commitment to bring-
ing diverse peoples together and
how that benefits the whole student
body.
"It's less about skin color and
more about [if] you a first genera-
tion college student, coming from
a community where college atten-
dance is relatively new, [or] from
economic circumstances that are
challenging," said Bob Duniway,
director of institutional research
for the provost. "We're trying to
bring people in from all walks of
life and provide them with a quality
education."
Duniway also suggested that
these kinds of recruiting measures
are used more to target minority
students and less to draw in afflu-
ent candidates.
"If you grow up in a community
where75 percent ofthe high school
comfortableand safe, that's well rep-
resented in private universities," said
Duniway. "So we don't go out ofour
wayand say 'oh we need another one
of those,' we already have those."
Jim White, the associate pro-
vost for enrollment management
explained that the university also
recruits by purchasing around
130,000 names each year from
SATs. The names and information
purchased is usually that of minor-
ity students in SU's primary target
areas - mainly the West Coast. Ad-
missions attempts to recruit these
students by sending out fliers.
Seattle University also attracts
applicants by advertising in pub-
lications that are popular among
minorities and in the local papers
of communities with low college
attendance.
"I think what Seattle University
does is believes there is an inherit
value in having a diverse student
body. Therefore [Seatde University]
believes they have to do everything
they can to build a strong applicant
pool, but once the pool is there,
they then just begin to accept by
a person's academic promise," said
Rob Kelly, vice president for Student
Development.
That "academic promise" Kelly
mentioned does not simply equate
to an applicant's SAT
Jackie Canchola TheSpectator
Atrocities in Africa:
local Ethiopians raise
awareness of plight
Emily Holt
Staff Writer
A few weeks ago, a group of
Oromo Africans led by the Oro-
mo Community Organization of
Seattle and King County marched
the streets of Seattle down Boren
Avenue to raise awareness about
the fate of their brothers and sis-
ters still under the oppressive hand
ofEthiopia's Prime Minister Meles
Zenawi.
Children from Bailey Gatzert
and other local elementary schools
took time off school to join their
family members in this push to
raise awareness of a persecution
that, for them, hits close to home.
Oromia is the largest and most
populous state in Ethiopia located
in the southwestern part of the
country. Over the past few de-
cades, Oromo refugees have fled
to escape the persecution of vari-
ous Ethiopian regimes. The people
want sovereignty from the Ethio-
pian government.
One of the largest and most
popular Oromo political organi-
zations among many, the Oromo
Liberation Front, was established
in 1973 to liberate Oromia from
colonial rule. It is the support-
ers of these organizations that are
most often targeted by the govern-
Recent regimes, especially that
ofZenawi, who took office in 1995,
have continued the physical, cul-
tural and linguistic oppression of
political dissidents, as well as those
Oromos who seek higher educa-
tion. After the election in 1995,
at least 10,000 people
were arrested and de-
tained without trial.
SPU defends home court
CoutesyftaiWßttter
Ashley Brown, seniorpoint guard, puts pressure on an
SPU player during theirgame on Saturday. Both SU men
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Dispatches from Cambodia: the product of a nation
Michael Phillips
VolunteerWriter
Sunrise over the Royal Ponds at
Angkor Wat. The majestic towers
reflect into the pools below as the
morning sun rises behind them in
the east.
With the movement of sunrise,
the scale ofAngkor Wat's greatness
was slowly illuminated, bit by bit
until, in what had once been the
death of night now stood one of
the world's greatest testaments to
our violent demand for continued
life. For immortality.. .Suryavarman
ll's immortality. This was, indeed,
Cambodia.
Like nearly everyone visiting
Siem Reap that day, I woke up early
and made the 5:30 a.m. trip out to
Angkor Wat, freezing in the back
ofthe Tuk-Tuk. Cambodia is expe-
riencing record low temperatures
(below 60 degrees Fahrenheit) and
I had not come prepared.
In the ancient days of the reign
ofSuryavarman 11, oneof the great-
est of Khmer kings (he ruled from
1113-1150), visitors mayhave stood
physically trembling in fear and
awe, but my inability to hold still
had more to do with the Siberian
low pressure zone that has settled
over the region. Long sleeves and
long pants designed for the trop-
ics weren't enough to deal with the
forces of the north, and I shook well
into the morning.
And though my trembling was
forced by the cold, myawe was, like
those visitors of days past, physical-
ly latent. I looked and turned and
walked and stared and raised my
camera again and again with tense,
rapt fascination. Something welled
up deep within me, a discontent,
aroused by the overwhelming visual
experience, with seeing and feeling
and knowing and experiencing so
litde ofso much with each limited
second that I knew I had there. I
wanted the pictures and I wanted
the spirit and I wanted the ambi-
ance and the mystique that one
doesn't find by looking at the land
through a lens. I wanted to stop and
write there, and I wanted to cover
each and every inch of the 820,000
square meters of the world's largest
religious structure.
I approached Angkor Wat across
a broad stone promenade that spans
the moat guarding it. The gate is an
impressive structure, with three de-
caying blackened towers that mask
the building within. Along the
walkway, in the dark, I could not
see the temple or the towers. Only
the gate itself. On the verge of sun-
rise, among the hundreds of others
who had come to see this show, I
walked through the gate and out
into the expanse of Angkor Wat's
"front yard."
Even from hundreds of yards
away the structure is breathtaking.
One of the first western observers of
the temple, a Portuguese monk who
visited in 1586, wrote that it was
"like no other building in the world.
It has towers and decorationand all
the refinements which the human
genius can conceive of." Wide, elab-
orate and purely massive, the temple
does litde to hide its complexity or
refinements now.
Five imperial spires, four crowns
jutting fourth. Each one marks a
corner of the compound. From the
center, one rises above the test. The
image marks the national flag, the
national beer, the national cigarettes
and even the national chocolate. It is
the looming symbol ofa nation.
If the towers are an exercise in
enormity, the temple's insides dem-
onstrate the pinnacle ofpracticed
precision. The details are beyond
remarkable. Inside, hardly an inch
is left unadorned. Massive scenes
in bas-relief depict tales of past
Khmer triumphs (the procession
of Suryavarman II) and legends like
the "Churning of the Sea ofMilk"
(the demons and gods locked in a
great struggle over eternal life), or
the Ramayan.
Scenes from the Hindu epic ap-
pear all around the first level on the
outside galleries, culminating in one
of the massive bas-reliefs, hundreds
of feet long and twelve feet high,
showing the cataclysmic battle in
Sri Lanka as Rama, the incarnation
of Vishnu with his monkey army,
sets upon the evil Ravana and his
demons to rescue his kidnapped
bride Sita.
Thousands of figures battle in
the relief, frozen forms marking
Cambodia's ancient Hindu past.
Though Suryavarman II - himself
a Hindu - built Angkor Wat in the
early 12th century, the sheer scale
left parts ofit unfinished.As the seat
of the empire's greatness, later kings
continued to add to it. Cambodia's
return to Buddhism in 1181 is evi-
dent in many parts of the temple,
including Preah Poan, the Hall ofa
Thousand Buddhas.
Vannet tells me about
why he had wanted to
go to see them and I
get my first glimpse of
a young, idealistic and
very real Khmer nation-
alism.
The climb to the top ofAngkor
Wat is long and difficult. The temple
is meant to model Mount Meru, the
home ofthe gods ofHindu mythol-
ogy, and ascending to the divine was
never meant to be easy. Dangerous,
steep and narrow stairs, well-worn
ledges ofpolished rock, each jutting
just inches out from the one above.
This nearly vertical ascent must be
done like a rock climber, searching
for the best available hold on the
ledge.
From the top, the whole com-
plex can be surveyed, and the hordes
ofbus-guided tourists canlargely be
avoided as few are willing to make
the strenuous climb. A moment of
quiet reflection can finally be found
in the midst of one of the worlds
most important religious sites.
I was brought back to Angkor,
this sunrise ofgreatness, and the un-
masking ofexistence by a Khmer
named Vannet. I went, to dinner at
Boat Noodle, a Thai-Khmer restau-
rant that is popular and crowded
with locals because, as Vannet's wife
Sopheap put it, it is both cheap and
delicious.
Dishes start at a dollarand sides
at around fifteen cents. It's also the
sort of restaurant where, though it
has individual tables, those who
cannot find their own place to eat
simply sit down with someone
else, which is exactly how I met
Vannet and Sopheap. I'd ordered
the ginger stir-fry chicken already
and was just waiting on my food
when they sat down. I decided to
practice my Khmer. "Jumrib-sua,"
I said. Hello.
The discussion went well, and
I even managed to keep up in
Khmer until it turned to politics,
the government and the economy,
where mynew-found language skills
floundered.
Having recendy seen the temples,
I was interested in knowing what
Vannet and Sopheap thought about
them. Sopheap is pregnant, expect-
ing the couple's first child soon.
She used to work in marketing and
speaks English well, but now stays
at home. Vannet works for PSE, a
French non-governmental organiza-
tion in Phnom Penh, teaching and
aiding rescued children.
He also speaks English well,
along with fluent French. He first
went to the temples in 2003, and
thinks that he has been therearound
twenty times. Sopheap can't count
how often she has been. She first
went in 1994,after then-King Siha-
nouk paid the structures a visit. The
re-opening after decades ofconflict
meant the general pacification of
the Khmer Rouge. Since that day,
visitors to the temples have steadily
increased. Sopheap estimates that
since then she has gone two or three
times a year.
Vannet tells me about why he
had wanted to go to see them and
I get my first glimpse of a young,
idealistic and very real Khmer na-
tionalism. He wanted to understand
the flag and the nation, and to see
the symbol that seemed to capture
so much ofhis nation's spirit.
He spoke ofthe temples with an
awe that easily surpassed my own,
and was far more personal.
"They created something," he
says. "Today, we don't. Do you be-
lieve in Jesus Christ, and the book,
the Bible?" he asks.
Before I can explain my own
confused religiosity, he continues.
"We have [religion], like that.
Khmer believe in gods and magic
and superstition, imagination. But,
imagination is not science. There are
not the formulas, not therules. Not
something to guide our actions. If
we could do something, with the
rules and with the formulas,, it
would be such an evolution."
He pauses.
"We wouldactually create some-
thing, then."
"Are you religious?" I ask him.
He laughs. "Does it sound like I
am?" he replies.
He goes on. "We import ev-
erything," he says with emphasis.
"Everything."
"We don't create anything, we
just use the products from other
countries," Sopheap says. She looks
around the table and begins point-
ing at things. A wooden box with
tissues in it, Vietnam; the tissues,
Thailand. The tablecloth, Thai-
land. The table settings, plates, and
glasses, China. The sauces, Thailand
again. In the entire restaurant, only
the drapes over the door behind us
are Khmer, she says.
Vannet is right. Despite the
heaps of good economic news this
year (foreign direct investment, for
example, is soaring), Cambodia's
trade figures paint a more depress-
ing picture.
Like the US, Cambodia has a
significant trade imbalance, but
unlike the United States, they lack
production. Cambodia's exports
are all agricultural: rubber, timber,
soya beans, maize and sesame round
out the top five. Exports provide 50
percent of the nations GDP, but im-
ports cost it 70 percent. Like Van-
net said, it's not processed goods or
manufacture that Cambodia sends
away. Their leading domestic eco-
nomic enterprise is tourism, and
again, the nation doesn't produce.
Vannet has more to say about
"We follow the globalization,
follow the development of other
countries, so we forget our style,
our Angkor Wat, our history," he
says. With the looming reminder
built in ancient stone still stand-
ing, it seems difficult to think that
they could be forgotten, but Vannet
is right. There is neither a specific
Cambodia brand nor industry, no
production Cambodians can point
to as their own.
When exploring Angkor in the
mid-19th century, Henri Mouhot,
a Frenchman whose diaries made
the temples famous, wrote that,
"one of these temples - a rival
to that of Solomon, and erected
by some ancient Michelangelo
- might take an honorable place
beside our most beautiful build-
ings. It is grander than anything
left to us by Greece or Rome, and
presents a sad contrast to the state
ofbarbarism in which the nation is
now plunged."
The only style of production
that Cambodia does have today is
cheap, mass-produced clothing at
the Chinese-owned garment fac-
tories around Phnom Penh. Litde
that is produced here claims a place
among the world's fine goods.
"Angkor Wat is the style of
Cambodia," says Vannet. "Angkor
Wat was the real production of
Cambodia."
How Cambodia can return to
that greatness is an open question
which the youth of the nation are
struggling to answer.
Michael can be reached at
mike.phillips.3@gmail.com
Courtesy Michael Phillips
In 1586, the Cambodian temple of Angkor Wat was described by a
Portuguese monk as being "like no other building in the world."
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DJust being educated asan Oromo is dangerous;
Ethiopian government
leaders since the reign of emperor
Haile Salassie, who left the crown
in 1974, have targeted teachers and
students because they are the most
politically active. In 2002, five Oro-
mo high school students were killed
and dozens arrested during peace-
ful protests against governmental
policies. The fate of journalists in
the area is just as precarious; in the
last few years, many have been de-
tained without trial or assessment
of crime.
The Oromo Community Center
was established in Seattle with the
goal of building an educated, in-
formed and culturally proud com-
munity of Oromo people. One of
the goals of the group is spreading
awareness of the fate of Oromo
refugees.
"[ln Ethiopia] we do not have the
right to choose whatever we want.
We do not have the right' to go to
school, because ofour political opin-
ions," said MuktarSirajFeto, deputy
chairman. "Because of that we don't
support the Ethiopian government.
We are not a part of the Ethiopian
government."
He continued to discuss how
there are close to 45,000 Oromos
in prison.
"They are being arrested without
going to court," he said.
The recent American-backed
Ethiopian occupation of Somalia,
beginning on Jan. 10 when the
UnitedStates launched air strikes in
the country, has only complicated
the issue more. It has been reported
that the Ethiopian forces that have
entered Somalia under the guise of
a jihad movement have been pay-
ing rewards to military officials who
will lead them to Oromo nationals
throughout Somalia so that they can
be returned to the regime they were
fleeing. Some are held in Ethiopian
military camps where they face tor-
ture and extrajudicial killings.
Muktar, like many Oromo, does
not support the invasion of Soma-
lia.
[In Ethiopia] we do
not have the right
to choose whatever
we want. We do not
have the right to go to
school because of our
political opinions.
Muktar Siraj Feto
Oromo Community Center
Deputy Chairmain.
"The Somalia problem is their
problem. We do not support Ethi-
opia attacking Somalia...they are
bringing more problems," he said.
"They are not going to stabilize So-
malia, but to attack Oromo refugees
there."
Muktar described the horrors of
parents being killed in front of their
children everyday and the difficul-
ties with refugee life for those who
do escape to places such as Kenya,
where he was for five years.
He also talked about a method
oftorture thathas been used histori-
cally in Ethiopia in various regimes;
over 300 women have had their left
breasts cut off and men their arms
cut off- a practice called harma mu-
raafii and harka muraa.
The problem of persecution of
the Oromo people has been an issue
since Emperor Saleesie took control
in 1930.
"But this time is worse. This time
isworse becausepeople are being ar-
rested just because they are Oromo.
Even human rights reporters," said
Muktar. "In Ethiopia, there is no
democracy. The government is
about three million people - who
have the power and the guns — but
they are ruling about seven million
Ethiopians."
Ethiopia, like its western ally the
United States, is a signatory of the
Geneva Convention but is not a
member of the International Crime
Court. The Ethiopian government
has made membership of the Oro-
mo Liberation Front a criminal act
in itself; the horrid actions taken to
purge Ethiopia of dissidents and
the legalization ofthis mass murder
amount to genocide. However, it
has not yet been declared so. by the
United Nations, which must offi-
cially make the designation after an
investigation in order for any coun-
try or coalition to take appropriate
action.
Both human rights organizations
in Ethiopia, The Ethiopian Human
Rights Council and the Human
Rights League, have been silenced
and made ineffective. Muktar said
that the United Nations and the
United States are doing their best
to help, but "it is not enough."
The Ethiopian government is the
US' largest sub-Saharan aid benefi-
ciary. In 2006, a bipartisan bill was
put forth in the U.S. Congress to
levy sanctions against Ethiopia, but
it was turned down. In 2005, the
World Bank and the United King J
dom said that they wouldwithhold
direct budgetary support but later
capitulated in 2006 and gave even
larger sums to the local governments
(controlled by the central govern-
ment) for health, water, rural devel-
opment and education programs.
"Don't give money — money is
not going to help," said Muktar of
the aid attempts. "It is not going to
what we need. All of it is given to
the military. We need food, educa-
tion, clothes, shelter — we need great
people for tomorrow."
The refugees in Somalia and oth-
er neighboring countries including
Kenya, Sudan and Djibouti rely on
their relatives and support in Oromo
communities of the United States
- such as the one here in Seatde — to
raise awareness of the issue, petition
local and national governments and
educate future generations about the
people's past.
Muktarexplained what he hoped
to accomplish with his organiza-
tion.
"We need help to give us a voice,"
he said. "Let us vote."
The group has and is working on
talking to senators and to house rep-
resentatives. Muktar now has hope
in the potential in the U.S. political
system.
"Now I am here, I can talk, I can
say whatever I want and no one can
accuse me just for being their op-
ponent," he said.
The Oromo Community Center
is located at 2718 S. Jackson St. and
welcomes interested and concerned
people to help in their efforts.
Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu ■ • ■ •
Alex Riedlinger The Spectator
Oromo Community Center provides support for Ethiopian residents
in the Seattle area.
WCC task force to
seek out student voices
Thanh Tran
Rose Egge
Volunteer Writer
StaffWriter
The West Coast Conference
Task Force committee at Seattle
University is still pitching ideas on
moving its institution from NCAA
Division II to NCAA Division I.
The Board ofTrustees approved
the creation of theAthletic Align-
ment StudyTask Force in Septem-
ber 2006 to review SU s athletic
affiliation and determine if the
WCC would offer a better foun-
dation for the university's hopes
to develop and maintain athletic
programs that will meet its edu-
cational goals.
Currently, the WCC is home
to Santa Clara University, Loyola
Marymount University, the Uni-
versity of San Francisco, Gonzaga
University, the University of San
Diego, Pepperdine University,
Saint Marys University and the
University ofPortland.
The WCC is aware ofSU s in-
terest, but nothing has been set in
stoneat this point..
"There have been some infor-
mal and preliminary conversa-
tions with representatives of the
other schools, nothing official,"
said Mark Burnett, associate vice-
president for university advance-
ment, planning and operations,
"Fr. Sundborg has talked, again
in a very preliminary fashion,
with the presidents of the WCC
schools. There has also been an
early conversation with the com-
missioner of the WCC."
Seattle University's task force
meets monthly and to date the
meetings have been conducted
to discuss the advantages and
disadvantages ofwhether the uni-
versity should change its athletic
alignment and attempt to affiliate
with the WCC. These key issues
include: costs and finances, aca-
demics, admissions and student
retention, student life and stu-
dent involvement, revenue and
fundraising, institution visibility
and alumni pride.
The committee has also been
discussing the importance ofen-
suring that all opinions of faculty
and students are heard and consid-
ered. An online discussion board is
posted on the university website
for these purposes.
"Meetings have been fruit-
ful and open to faculty, staffand
students. It is important to hear
from all members of the univer-
sity community," said Rob Kelly,
vice-president for student develop-
ment
Students haive posted their
concerns on the discussion board
which has yielded a wide variety
ofresponses. Some studentshighly
support the entry intoWCC, while
others disagree. Many studentsar-
gue that intercollegiate athletics is
only useful if it can play a role in
strengthening the university's mis-
sion statement and vision.
"So we should be asking: How
[do] athletics, regardless oflevel of
affiliation, further our mission and
visions?" asked user "H-Dog" on
the discussion board.
H-Dog is concerned that the
universitywill gain prestige for its
athletic affiliation, rather dian its
academics.
Sean Klosterman, sophomore
economics major and honor stu-
dent, posts a different perspective:
dealing with the University's cur-
rent issues before adding another
issue.
"Last I heard, we were sitting
at over 100% occupancy which is
uncomfortable, and slightly unfair,
for all," saidKlosterman. "I would
implore thatBEFORE a move to
Division I sports, the housing cri-
sis be addressed. I would love to
see Division I sports as much as
anyone else. [But] we should have
a stable foundation before we wcl-
corae the excitementofDivision I
sports. I'm not sure if now is the
right time for Seattle U."
But other students feel that
the housing crisis can and will be
resolved after the University joins
the WCC. The public attention
will highlight the university over-
all, thus, encouragemore financial
contributions.
"Division I sports would in-
crease the University's exposure to
the public eye and bring in more
money...all the monetary aid
could lead to building new resi-
dence halls, the acquisition ofnew
properties and the development
ofproperties that the school cur-
rendy owns," said Rand Lutomski,
sophomore internationalbusiness
major.
A campus survey will be dis-
tributed this month to seek opin-
ions,comments and questions. No
otherstudies have been completed
thus far, but information on inter-
collegiate sports sponsorship, fa-
cilities and staffing, public image,
institutional visibility and revenue
generation have all been reviewed
by the committee.
"Money comes in, money
comes out. Not every cost and or
benefit can be measured in terms
of money," said Carlos Mello-
e-Souza, business professor and
committee member.
His accounting background
helps the committee determine,
from a financial standpoint, if
moving to Division I will have
a negative or positive financial
impact for Seatde University. He
argues that the quality of sports-
manship, for example, is difficult
to measure in terms of money.
He also believes that determining
whether sports will take away from
the university's mission statement
is also hard to quantify.
Ultimately the committee s job
is to raise these concerns andmake
recommendations for the Board of
Trustees to consider.
"It is an exciting, important
process," said Mello-e-Souza.
The WCC Task Force is re-
quired to submit its research find-
ings and recommendations to the
President and the Executive Team
no later than May 1,2007.
Thanh can be reached at
tranl339@seattleu.edu
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Emotion, anger at Bessie Burton closure forum
Anne Mendenhall
Volunteer Writer
Since the campus-wide an-
nouncement on Jan. 9 of the Bes-
sie Burton Sullivan skilled nursing
facility's closure, Seattle University
students, faculty and staffhave been
active in seeking answers.
Over the past month, a series of
events have occurred as a response
to the decision by Fr. Stephen Sun-
dborg, SJ to close the facility. With
these events, a growing number of
the campus population has come
forth to protest that their voice was
neglected in the decision-making
process.
Until last week, neither the SU
community nor the employees and
residents ofBessie Burton Sullivan
had a specific avenue to take that
could offer a haven to express con-
cerns or inquiries.
Shawn Wilkinson, sophomore
international studies major and the
ASSU residential representative,
decided that it was time to address
these issues.
"I wantthe community to be able
to initiate dialogue concerning this
change within the Seatde University
community," said Wilkinson.
Deeper consideration
for the health and care
of these lives should
be given.
Linda Batch
Bessie Burton Employee
He developed and coordinated
The Bessie Burton Closure Forum,
held in the Pigott Auditorium last
Tuesday evening. The forum, an
event that was open to all who were
interested in attending, consisted
of a discussion with six panelists
who were able to present their own
comments and answer questions
prompted by the audience.
The panelists of the forum were
Rob Kelly, vice president ofStudent
Development; Tim Leary, senior vice
president; Romando Nash, the direc-
tor ofResidential Learning Commu-
nities and associate director ofHous-
ingand Residence life;VictoriaKill,
an adjunct faculty memberfrom the
English department of the College
ofArts and Sciences; Linda Batch,
restorative coordinator of the Bessie
Burton Sullivan NursingResidence;
and Flavia Lagrange, the nursing
facility's rehabilitation manager.
During the forum, a clash be-
tween the panelists' viewpoints on
the issue reverberated throughout
the auditorium. This split allowed
the audience, consisting of ap-
proximately 40 Seattle University
students, 20 Bessie Burton Sulli-
van residents, employees, or family
members and several outside com-
munity members, a chanceto listen
to a broad spectrum of ideas.
"This decision has been made,
but it has not been taken lightly,"
said Leary. "Now, we want to focus
on the core issues that the university
should be working on."
In the meantime, Leary ex-
plained that the administration has
been committed to ensuring that the
residents and employees ofBessie
Burton Sullivan are provided with
comparable living and working con-
ditions.
In theannouncementsent to the
campus community in early Janu-
ary, theadministration claimed that
both theresidents and theemployees
would be allotted 60 days to find
such alternatives. However, Leary
assured the audience and panelists
that advancements of the facility will
not be made until all of the residents
are housed.
"As of now, 60 residents have
found new locations within the
past three weeks," said Leary. This
gives the other 75 residents nearly
five weeks to relocate—or longer,
should it be necessary.
According to Batch, the proposed
date that is expected for residents to
leave the facility poses a serious con-
straint to their health.
"Many of the senior citizens will
develop transfer trauma, and die
within the next year," said Batch.
"Deeper consideration for the
health and care of these lives should
be given."
This same thought paralleled
several of the members within the
audience.
An array of students, Bessie Bur-
ton Sullivan employees and guests
raised concerns about the future of
the facility as a new student resi-
dential community, the struggles
that long-term employees will soon
have to grapple with and the care
and conditions that will be provided
to the senior citizens throughout the
relocation process.
Still, several individuals remain
upset and hurt.
"SU has broken its covenant to
students by abandoning its mission
to house students over the elderly,"
said Kill, whose parent is one of the
135 senior citizens having to move.
Kill, along with the majority of
students present at the forum, also
believes that faculty members and
the student body should have been
aware of this decision before it was
announced to the public.
"Ifwe area school that promotes
social justice, we, asstudents, are go-
ing to struggle with this decision,"
said Kai Hoffman-Krull, a junior
theology and religious studies ma-
jor.
However, despite the discernable
friction in discussing the closure, the
forum was considered a success, be-
cause it served as a catalyst to initiate
the dialogue among all those who
have felt affected.
"A lot of thought and prayer
went into this decision, and while
there isn't going to be an agreement,
I hope that students [and the com-
munity] know we are open to con-
versation," said Kelly.
Anne can be reached at
mendenhl ©seattleu.edu
Jackie Canchola The Spectator
Tim Leary, senior vice president, addresses theaudience at the Bessie Burton Closure Forum last Tuesday.
The moderatly attended event was developed by ASSU residential representative Shawn Wilkinson.
HPV vaccine looks to change the face of women's health
Jessie DiMariano
Staff Writer
Maybe you have seen the new
commercial for Gardasil and the
"One Less" campaign, the one with
teenage girls hoping to be "one less"
woman to get cervical cancer from
human papilloma virus (HPV)
thanks to the new vaccine, Gardasil?
Even ifyou haven't, there are plenty
ofother ways the vaccine should be
getting your attention.
It is estimated that more than
20 million people are infected with
HPV and 50 percent ofsexually ac-
tive people will contract it at some
point during their lifetime. For
women, HPV could lead to cervi-
cal cancer.
According to the National Can-
cer Institute, there have been an es-
timated 11,150new cases ofcervical
cancer in 2007 alone.
As cervical cancer continues to be
a serious threat to women's health,
the success and benefit of the HPV
vaccine is on the minds of health
officials, lawmakers and parents.
"I view the development of the
HPV vaccine as very positive medi-
cal advancement, as it will prevent
disease and suffering," said Maura
O'Conner, director of the Seattle
University Student Health Center.
As the first vaccine specifically
designed to prevent cancer, Gardasil
marks an interesting start in the race
to cure cervical cancer.
The vaccine, which was devel-
oped to prevent cervical cancer and
other diseases in women caused by
HPV, was approved for recommen-
dation by the Advisory Committee
of Immunization Practices (ACIP)
in June of2006.
The vaccine protects against four
ofthe 100strains ofHPV: two that
cause 70 percent ofcervical cancers
and two that cause 90 percent of
genital warts.
The Food and Drug Association
(FDA) has now licensed the vaccine
for use in females between the ages
ofnine and 26, given through a se-
ries of three shots over a six-month
period.
The vaccine is currently available
to female patients at most primary
care providers that offer general gy-
necological services.
"[Students] shouldask if the vac-
cine is available before scheduling
an appointment, because there have
been some associated supply short-
ages," said O'Conner.
But female students will have to
head to off-campusclinics like Swed-
ish, since the vaccine is not available
in the Student Health Center.
"We are not considering stock-
ing the vaccine at this time," said
O'Conner, citing the costs ofkeep-
ing such an expensive treatment on
hand. "However, we will administer
[it] to students that acquire a dose
from elsewhere and then bring it
into the clinic."
Healing and preventing
diseases, no matter
what their source, are
acts of mercy.
John Brehany
Catholic Medical Association
The list price is $ 120 per dose,
but insurance companies that are
already covering the vaccine in-
clude Group Health Cooperative,
Premera and Regence BlueShield.
Additionally, Swedish Medical
Center is supplying the vaccine
to low-income patients through a
grant from its foundation.
However, the vaccine is not cov-
ered by Seattle University's student
health insurance.
"The student health insurance
does not cover any vaccines," said
O'Conner. "[They] are considered
preventative health and the student
health plan is primarily an injury
and illness plan."
Overall, it has been estimated
that Gardasil will cost between
$300 and $500 for all three doses.
Despite the costs, some commu-
nities believe the vaccine shouldbe
required ofall women.
Democratic senator Jeanne
Kohl-Welles, from Seattle, has
strongly considered introducing a
bill to make the vaccine mandatory
for entrance to school. And in 13
other states and the District ofCo-
lumbia, lawmakers have sponsored
bills to make the vaccine manda-
tory for entrance to school.
As of Friday, Rick Perry, the
Republican governor ofTexas, is-
sued an order that made the Lone
Star State the first in the union to
mandate the vaccination.
Beginning in September 2008,
girls of ages 11 and 12 will be re-
quired to receive Gardasil prior to
entrance in school. Additionally,
Perry has directed state health au-
thorities to make the vaccine avail-
able free to girls nine to 18 who are
uninsured or whose insurance does
not cover vaccines.
The Catholic Medical Asso-
ciation, the nation's largest profes-
sional group for Catholic doctors,
supports the vaccine, but doesn't
believe it shouldbe mandatory.
CMA released a position paper
in January on the implementation
ofthe new vaccine that encouraged
the use of the "safe, effective and
ethically acceptable vaccine," but
at the same time rejects efforts at
the federal or state level to man-
date that girls be vaccinatedagainst
HPV.
According to John Brehany, ex-
ecutive director of the CMA, the
fact that HPV is spread primarily
by sexual contact does not render
vaccination against it unethical.
"Healing and preventing diseas-
es, no matter what their source, are
acts of mercy and a moral good,"
he said. The position paper can be
found on the CMA's website, www.
cathmed.org.
For now, the fact that there is
such an effective vaccine available
has been excitingAmericans about
the future of the nation's health.
But as legislature and ethical con-
siderations arise, the future of cer-
vical cancer prevention remains a
work in progress.
Jessie can be reached at
dimarian@seattleu.edu
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At the Umoja Ball, racial
diversity a dominant theme
Jessica Van Gilder
StaffWriter
Last Saturday, the 14th annual
Umoja Ball drew its most diverse
crowd yet, driving home the nights
theme of "bridging the gap."
"We want to really try and share
all the extent of our culture, not just
make it our own, but adopt other
people into it," said Brandon Knight,
BSU co-president and sophomore fi-
nance major.
Between the emotionally-charged
poem delivered by Kyle Ricci and the
musical performances, the theme was
visible throughout the night.
Although the night started out
fairly quiet - especially as the guests
dug into plates of fried chicken - the
crowd started making noise for the
step performance.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
stomped onto stage, leaving impres-
sions on the ground andon the guests,
who were adding to the whoops of
the sisters.
A student at University ofWash-
ington and part of the step perfor-
mance referred to the theme of the
night.
"It's really important for differ-
ent types of black people to come
together, and to come together with
the larger community.. .breaking that
racial barrier is crucial," said Ebonee
Jackson.
Jacksonwasn't the onlyone impas-
sioned by the nights events, although
she did add to the excitement as part
of the step performance.
For Johnathan Meade, BSU co-
president and senior sociology major
the night was an effort to close the
holes and gashes within the black
community and the SU community.
"I would like people tosimply take
away a concept of hope. From that
hope, I pray manifests a plan of ac-
tion to further engage and deepen our
awareness, knowledge and sensitivity
to diversity," said Meade. "I want
people to leave with a burning desire
to break the social barriers that reside
on our campus and in our greater
community."
With guests from different races
and ages up at the front of the stage
during a performance by Abysinnian
Creole and Gabriel Teodros, Meade
and Knight could feel the planning
of BSU paid off, making the evening
an affair for the larger SU commu-
nity, not just one group within the
university.
"This event definitely stands as
more than just an event to be held,
but a space which the people rather
than a people of the greater Seattle
community can join in Umoja," said
Meade.
The Umoja Ball brought in spon-
sors and donors from thecommunity
as well as creating a silent auction for
guests to participate in.
However, most guests were drawn
to Teodros' performance, which got
guests outof theirseats and awayfrom
the decorated gold and red tables to
join in the music.
On the way out guests called the
night wonderful, entertaining andfun,
but itwas at the dance where students
and guests really let loose. While one
student sporting a red suit stretched
before moving to the dance floor, the
feeling of the night continued.
Time was the only factor that
slowed down the energy Saturday
night, as it crept closer to 1:00 a.m.
guests began to leave the disco lighted
room, but the theme of the night is
what Knight hopes sticks with the
guests.
"It takes a conscious effort from
everybody to bridge the gap. If justa
few people are able to have something
sparked in their mind so they are able
to workto bridge the gap that would
make me happy," said Knight. "That
would make it all worth it."
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
Alex Riedlinger TheSpectator
A groupof dancers perform at the Umoja Ball event last Saturday.
Writing their way to success:
Law School still tops the rankings
Sean Towey
Staff Writer
For the second consecutive year,
the U.S. News and World Report
has ranked Seatde University Law
School's Legal Writing program first
in the nation. Though last year it
was tied for this position with Ma-
con University in Georgia, this
year SU holds the honor entirely
to themselves.
This may impress legal minds
across the nation, but many of
those outside the law school know
very little about legal writing, and
why Seattle University's program is
so strong.
"It is basically a way for lawyers
to communicate with each other.
The idea is that someone might
ask a young lawyer to find out if
something is legal, do the research,
and type up an analysis," said Dan
Brown, a second year student at
the School ofLaw. "You want to
be cogent and clear, but very con-
cise. Judges and olderattorneys only
want to read what they need."
Legal writing takes place in the
form of briefs and memos, and is
read by judges, attorneys and ju-
rors.
"Historically, legal writing was
not taught at law schools," said
Laural Oates, director of legal writ-
ing at the School of Law. "About
30 or 40 years ago, a lot ofpeople
felt that attorneys were not good at
communicating effectively, and that
is when legal writing started to be
taught."
Fred Tausend started one of the
first ofsuch programs at the Uni-
versity of Puget Sound in the mid
19705. One of the major differences
was that Tausend was a practitioner,
not an academic. About 10 years
ago Seattle University purchased
University of Puget Sound's law
school, and it later moved into the
building they now occupy.
"I hated legal writing my first
month," said Brown. "It just strips
you bear. It is very different from
everything else. It really teaches you
how to be a lawyer. Young lawyers
do a lot oflegal writing."
The type of writing they do is
unique in and ofitself.
"It's a lot more technical," said
Elizabeth Greene, another second
year student. "You want to be pre-
cise and concise. In high school and
undergraduate school you're always
trying to hit a certain length.. .it's a
lot different in legal writing."
Seattle University law students
are required to take three semes-
ters of legal writing worth a total
of six credits. There are more ad-
vanced courses available as electives
in the third year. Brown is already
excited.
I hated legal writing my
first month. It just strips
you bear. It is very dif-
ferent from everything
else. [...] Young law-
yers do a lot of [it].
Dan Brown
Law Student
"I'm definitely going to take
those," he said.
Though Ivy League schools such
as Harvard and Princeton still hold
the top law schoolrankings, Seattle
University's legal writing program
distinguishes two different ap-
proaches to teaching law.
"Students go to Harvard to learn
(law) theory," said Oates. "Students
go to Seatde University to learn how
to practice law."
Several factors contiibuted to
the number one ranking.
Seatde University has small class-
es, normally about 17people. There
is individual attention, including
half hour conferences to discuss
the students progress in writing, as
well as an excellent incorporation of
technology. Students submit their
papers online and receive them back
online as well, with an array ofcol-
ors pointing out mistakes.
"We teach the ABC's of legal
writing," said Oates. "Accuracy,
brevity and clarity."
The law school's faculty has a
specialization towards legal writing.
There are 12 professors teaching
legal writing. Oates and Anne En-
quist, associate, director of the legal
writing program, have co-written a
text book on legal writing that is
now in its fourth edition and used
in 80 different universities.
"This is the place where it [legal
writing] becomes personalized," said
Enquist, who has held her position
as associate director for 25 years.
Many of these professors have
an impact at the national level. At
a recent convention on legal writ-
ing, Seatde University was the only
school to have its entire faculty pres-
ent. Beyond that, eight of the 12
presentations submitted from Se-
attle UniversityLaw School profes-
sors were honored, more than any
other school.
Though Enquist and Oates are
proud oftheir success, they are al-
ways looking forward.
International law has many pro-
fessors interested. Seeing as many
nations use English CommonLaw,
the systems are very similar to each
other. The next step is learninghow
to write for success as a lawyer or
judge in Japan, South Africa and
other nations beyond the United
States. In a global world, it is ac-
knowledged that this skill wouldbe
increasingly useful.
U.S. News base their rankings
on assessments bypeers and judges,
academic reputation, student reten-
tion, faculty and financial resources,
student selectivity and graduation
performance rate.
Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu
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Teach English in Japan
Enthusiastic and professional individuals are invited to apply to teach
English conversation to adults and/or children at one of our 300
AEON schools throughout Japan.
We will be interviewing in Portland, February 11-13.
BA/BS required. Spring/Summer grads may apply.
Japanese language or teaching experience not necessary.
Apply online by February 2nd
Visit our website: www.aeonet.com
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A MOMENT OF INNOCENCE
Thursday 2/8 • 7pm • Pigott Auditorium
i
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PERSIAN FOOD SERVED
PV Begins at 6:3opm • Paccar Atrium
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m Director, international Student Center
The Steven Klein Company
www.stevenklein.com
Not ready for the LSAT?
We are the Steven Klein Com-
pany, LSAT Specialists. After
18 years and 4,500 students,
there probably isn't anyone
who knows more about this test
or how to teach it than we do.
That is why Steven still teaches
all his own classes. That is why
you should call us. Our nine
week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help
sessions, seven mock exams and
assistance with the application
process for the reasonable price
of $995. We can answer any
LSAT question - let us prove it.
Call now for a free seminar.
206-524-4915
Rash of auto thefts prompt aggressive Public Safety response
David Murakami
VolunteerWriter
The navy blue Public Safety
truck slowly creeps through the
third floor parking garage in the
Murphy Apartments at 2:13 a.m.
It is a quiet Saturday night.
What exactly are they looking
for? Auto prowlers.
Auto thefts have become a
growing issue in Seatde University
campus garages — specifically those
beneath the Murphy Apartments,
due to their high density of vehicles.
Over the past four months, there
have been 10 incidents ofauto thefts
reported to Public Safety, with the
numbers increasing every month.
"Eight [incidents] were in the
Murphy garages and two adjacent
to the campus," said Mike Sletten,
director and public informationof-
ficer for Public Safety. "In January,
all the incidents occurred within72
hours."
Most of the crimes occur on
weekends in the evening and early
morning. The most common time
is Sundays between 6 a.m. and 2
p:m.
Hondas seem to be the most
popular commodity. Eight out of
the 10 cars stolen were Hondas.
Four of the thefts were of the Civic
model.
So what actually happens when
an incident occurs?
"Public Safety documents the
theft in an incident report," said
Sletten. "Seattle police are contact-
ed with the owner, and the theft
is recorded on the national crime
incident system so that the plate is
detected ifstopped by law enforce-
ment any where in the country."
Officials believe that there has
been adequate official response to
this rash ofcrime.
"Public Safety staff has been
working intense overt and covert
operations the past 10 days," said
Sletten. "Thus far no thefts haVe oc-
curred. However, vehicle theft is a
verychallenging issue to completely
stop."
For a week we had
officers at the bottom
of the garage checking
license plates.
Mike Sletten
Director of Public Safety
Extra personnel have been put
on patrol to curb theepidemic. Part
time officers and student officers
have also taken additional hours so
that the full time officers can work
towards finding some solutions to
the problem.
"I've seen more officers checking
the parking lots lately," said Nick
Richey, sophomore criminal justice
major who also works the parking
booths for Public Safety. "I haven't
been told a whole lot about the mat-
ter, but I do know that more people
have been put on shifts in the past
month."
Public Safety hasalso been send-
ing out patrol units to supervise the
garages. Usually in an unmarked car,
one to three officers prowl the area
for anyone or anything that looks
suspicious.
"The past two weeks we've had
groups of two or three working at
a time," said Sletten. "There have
been no thefts during that time
period. Public Safety has scared off
persons prowling in the parking
garages and has caught them in a
vehicle before they have stolen it."
Another method Public Safety
is trying to set in place would be
an ability to track license plates and
parking permits.
"For a week, we had officers at
the bottom ofthe garage checking
license plates of everyone," said Jeff
Hamilton, junior political science
major and Public Safety officer.
"We've been trying to be more
proactive."
Public Safety takes down plate
numbers and try to trace them to
parking permits in their database. If
the plates don't match up with any
parking permits on record, officers
knows that they have been taken off
another car.
"If the plates don't match up
with the parking pass number then
that means that the car's plates
have probably been stolen," said
Sletten.
Public Safety is also working
with otherorganizations around the
Seatde area that have been experi-
encing similar problems. Though
the Seattle Police Department is
aware of the incidents, Sletten said
that they don't have enough staff
to develop more resources towards
stopping the problem.
Public Safety is currendy investi-
gating the incidents, is working hard
to try to find leads and suspects.
"We have some info and descrip-
tionson three males and two females
as well as four license plates that
seem to be suspicious," said Sletten.
"We have also seen incidents where
there has been a collaboration of
two or three people."
Here are some helpful tips from
Public Safety so that your car isn't
the next one off the lot: Vehicle
owners can make sure their vehicle
is secure and locked. The use of the
"Club" on the steering wheel and
an alarm system that is installed by
a professional are the best ways of
keeping your car safe.
David can be reached at
murakami@seattleu.edu
Meaghan Driscoll TheSpectator
The MurphyApartment parking garages have seen an increase in auto
thefts in recent months. Public Safety have since stepped up patrols.
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Coaching Positions: Holy Names Academy has the following paid coachingpositions
available: JV Lacrosse, JV Tennis, Asst. Varsity Tennis, Track - Throws and Jumps.
The season starts Feb, 26 thru May 25. Interested candidates please contact Athletic
Director, Jana Kohler, Holy Names Academy, 728 21st Avenue E., Seattle, 98112;
206-720-7831; jkohler@holynames-sea.org
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B"We tend to look atthat as a measure of
do you have the abil-
ity to succeed? Do they have the
qualifications to have a realis-
tic shot at graduating? Because
we're not doing anyone a favor
by boosting our freshman profile
diversity statistics with a bunch
of students when 50 percent of
them are not going to graduate,"
said Duniway.
When reviewing an applica-
tion, Admissions considers how
that applicant will contribute to
the university's academic envi-
ronment. They evaluate diver-
sity, leadership experience and
talents in addition to academics.
With targeted recruitment
and such a high value placed on
diversity, one might wonder if
majority students are disadvan-
taged in the acceptance process.
Members of the Institutional
Research Staff suggested that in
some cases the applications of
ethnic minorities might be given
an extra read over.
"Being in that underrepre-
sented minority group would
probably just give [admissions]
an incentive to look a litde fur-
ther for, what did the student do?
How are they involved? Why are
they coming here? Can I build
a case for this student? Because
they're bringing an underrepre-
sented perspective, that [informa-
tion] would be of value to us,"
said Duniway.
While he maintains that the
university's admissions process
is not slanted against the racial
majority, Duniway acknowledges
that in some instances having a
more diverse background might
give one applicant an advantage
over another.
According to Duniway, if
Admissions is in the process of
selecting the last few members of
an incoming class, and the group
ofapplicants that was already ac-
cepted has few minorities, then
the remaining minority appli-
cants might have an advantage in
getting those last few acceptance
letters.
Although the university en-
courages diversity throughout
the admissions process, it does
not instigate quotas or com-
promise academic excellence to
increase the number ofminority
students.
The average high school GPA
for incoming freshman lies be-
tween 3.31 and 3.84, relatively
on-par with thatofSPU's less di-
verse incoming freshmen, who av-
erage a 3.66 high school GPA.
"Affirmative action says 'let's
lower the bar. We just need this
many people in this category, let's
just keep lowering the standard
until we fill that quota.' That
wouldn't succeed [here at SU].
So we don't do that," said Du-
niway.
While SU's admissions pro-
cess is certainly accountable for
diverse student populations, it
is not the sole cause behind this
university characteristic.
SU diversity compared to
closest neighbors
Like SU, Seattle Pacific Uni-
versity also reaches out to various
communities to recruit a diverse
student body. They too practice
holistic methods in reviewing
their applicants.
"What we do is we are look-
ing for students who can come
here and bring something differ-
ent to the campus, whether that
is ethnic diversity or economic
diversity. We look at students
who've maybe had hardships or
had to overcome something,"
said Donte Quinine, senior
admissions counselor at Seattle
Pacific University.
Nonetheless, Seattle Pacific
and many other universities in
the Northwest are unable to at-
tain a student body as diverse as
Seatde University's.
One advantage Seattle Uni-
versity may have is its history as
a diverse institution.
According to Leary, SU has
always had a particularly high
number of non-white students.
White added that alumni ofun-
derrepresented ethnicities have
likely reported back to their
neighborhoods about their ex-
perience at SU, causing more
minority students to take an
interest in the school.
"Structural diversity does
tend to create a snowball ef-
fect - high numbers of diverse
students will draw more diverse
students over time," said Monica
Nixon, director of the Office of
Multicultural Affairs.
Seatde Pacific University has
not had this advantage.
"The history of the school
[attributes to diversity]. A lot
of kids want to go where their
parents have gone and maybe
where a lot of their friends have
gone at, and so we haven't had
the history ofstudents ofcolor,"
said Quinine.
Seattle University's vast dis-
tribution offinancial aid has also
played a major role in diversify-
ing the student body.
How important is diversity
to students?
"The deciding factor [for me
to attend Seattle University] real-
ly didn't have anything to do with
diversity; it was size and financial
aid," said Charisse Arce, senior
business marketing major.
Claiming Mexican and Alas-
kan Native heritage, Arce em-
bodies two of the three under-
represented cultural minorities
atSU.
Seattle University provides
financial aid to 78 percent of
all current undergraduates. The
average award for each of these
recipients is $21,263.
Financial aid is not awarded
based on ethnicity. However,
other scholarships, such as the
Costco Scholarship Fund, pro-
vide for minorities in need of
additional financial assistance,
therefore encouraging some mi-
nority applicants, who might not
have otherwise been able to af-
ford Seattle University's tuition
costs, to enroll.
The Costco Scholarship has
provided financial assistance to
US citizens ofAfrican American,
Hispanic and Native American
heritage since it began in 2000.
"The program has allowed
us to offer better financial aid
packages to members of minor-
ity groups that have traditionally
been underrepresented. The pro-
gram has supported a significant
increase in students from those
groups, to the benefit of the en-
tire campus," said JohnEshelman,
Seattle University provost.
Another difference between
Seattle University and Seattle
Pacific that might account for
the discrepancy in diversity is the
experience minorities have once
they have enrolled.
At Seatde University, incom-
ing minority students are initially
introduced to otherstudents with
their same ethnic background.
OMA Connectionsa two-day ori-
entation for freshmen is designed
specifically for incoming students
ofcolor. The goal of the orienta-
tion is to introduce students to
the campus and help them build
a network of friends.
"Right off the bat the Office
ofMulticulturalAffairs made it a
point to get in contact with us. I
went through Connections, the
student orientation, and now
I'm involved a lot with that. So
it was great to have a community
of people who I could identify
with," said Arce.
Having a diversestudent body
has helped some Incoming stu-
dents feel more comfortable in an
unfamiliar setting.
"My freshman year was hard
because I was homesick and ev-
erything but what made me stay
was that there were a lot ofpeople
that I could identify with ethni-
cally and culturally," said Hee.
Seattle University's numer-
ous ethnic clubs and events have
given minorities the opportunity
to come together as a group, inte-
grate with others, and learn more
about their cultures.
"My experience here, as far as
being a minority has been really,
really positive. I'm really happy
with the way SU integrates dif-
ferent cultures and encourages
us to celebrate who we are and
find out about our heritage,"
said Hee.
While Seattle Pacific Univer-
sity has a groupcalled MOSAIC,
which seeks to build cross cul-
tural bridges, they do not have
any ethnic specific clubs. Qui-
nine suggested that this prevents
racial groups from segregating,
but it also may be keeping SPUs
minority population low.
Despite Seattle University's
success in having an integrated
student body, administration
is still hoping to increase the
percent of underrepresented
minorities.
"I think we need to do what
we can, particularly for the un-
derrepresented groups, Latino
American, African American
and Native American; I think
we need to do what we can to
bring students into a place where
they can thrive, where they can
be successful here at the institu-
tion," said Kelly.
Arce is among students who
would like more focus placed on
their underrepresented ethnic-
ity. She, and other Alaskan Na-
tives, would like to see a Native
studies program started and the
addition ofNative faculty mem-
bers.
"In terms of diversity it's
hard because in Alaska I was not
a minority and coming here and
being the minority, that's just
totally different," said Arce. "I
feel like the education that I've
gotten has been peer to peer. If
we had more Native American
faculty it would be much more
enriching. But I've found a good
place, like the people here are
amazing. I love Seattle U. It's
been nothing but a great expe-
rience."
Rose can be reached at
eggee@seattleu.edu
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Students empowerthe
university, themselves
Diversity on campus:poetryinmotion
StephanieTodd
Chicana. What do you think ofwhen you hear
this term? Do you know its meaning? Chicana or
Chicano refers to a Mexican-Americanperson. Mexi -
I
American is being someone who has lived anc
ked, grown up in this wonderful land ofoppor
Uthough I am Chicana, I do not hesitate to sa
I am Mexican, I still acknowledge the ties that
ve to my people in our neighboring country, "t I
i lado" as they would say, meaning "the other
\s I go about a typical day here at Seattle Uni-
ity, I'm carrying those cultural ties along with
own individual identity. As I pass other minority
students, 1 know they feel the same. As a minority
student on campus, I strive for equilibrium. I would
like to be yourfriend no matterwhere you're coming
from. Skin color is not a matter, we've been there
before.
So when you stand before us, please acknowledge
that what lies inside matters more.
As a minority on campus, lam actively involved:
actively evolving, actively problem-solving, active)
pondering our role in helping us reach an under-
Blinding privilege at Seattle University
JosephSeia
As a queer student of color dedicated to the
movements of peace in this country and abroad
I am often perplexed at the blindness I encounter
among my white liberal counterparts regarding
the privilege held in this country and that we each
possess. Privilege takes many forms of oppression.
Although strongly practiced on our campus, it isde-
nied thatwhite-privilege, American-privilege, class-
privilege, sex and gender privilege exist within our
Seattle University community.
From N0v.17 -19 I attended the WHINSEC
protest as a part ofa Seatde University delegate, for
reasons that are deeply personal, deeply spiritual,
deeply rooted in my being as a Samoan American
— reasons that I felt were not shared by the white
majority ofprotestors who had also attended. I left
for Georgia as one of two people of color among
a group of white protesters, the other person was
a bi-racial (Asian and white) student who was a
friend of mine.
In our small group dynamic, two Seattle Uni-
versity white student leaders kept making racial
remarks towards my bi-racial friend and thought *t ■
was okay because she was also their "friend." When
I confronted them on the issue, they responded
that I was "taking it too seriously" and that I was
confronting them in a "violent" way. Instead of
questioning the racism internalized by them, they
pointed the finger at me. My bi-racial friend and I
were silenced by self-proelaiming liberals, because
theyrefused to acknowledge that privilege and the
root ofhate also lies within them, yes, within mem-
bers ofSeattle University.
Seattle University has a bad track record ofpro-
motingthe use ofprivilege by labeling it "solidarity
with the poor." It is not solidarity when one can
afford multiple trips to witness the poor ofLatin
America. This is class privilege. It is not solidarity
when one cries at the sight of oppression abroad,
and yet refuses to see the pains of racism here in
our own neighborhoods just down the street. This
is white privilege. Privilege is unearned power that
" affords one advantage from skin color (the white
majority), wealth, being heterosexual, being male
and any combination of these.
In some ways I feel privileged because I have
Does SU live up to its numbers?
fħgj8
standing. Sometimes I get nervous being surrounded :
by those I have seen to oppose us. However, times
have changed, right? Nope, discrimination is just hid-
ing. It won't always be wildly out in the open. As a
matter offact, it is more discreet now and easily seen
provide their truths. I propose that we become more
sensitive to struggle ofthe individual, in order to bet-
ter understand their actions. At C-Street and in the
dorms we should sit with strangers — go out of our
bounds, because there is no danger in it. Because we
share a common goal to live happy, successful lives,
I'd like to see community-building and connections
that thrive. ■§§
integrating, we can make a difference with simple,
genuine greetings. And so, my friends, as an indi-
Stephanie can be reached at
itodds@seattleu.edu
been given the gift of education. On the other
hand, there are systematic ways in which I, as a
queer person ofcolor, am ill-privileged here at Se-
attle University. As a queer person of color, I am
under-privileged because my race defines my place
in racist gay-lesbian-queer white circles on campus
and off. As a Samoan American, I will never read a
book in my whole four years at Seatde University
about my people's contribution to humanity. As a
person ofmulti-lingual background, my contribu-
tions in my classes will never be as "articulate" as
the middle-to-upper-class white classmates next
to me.
This is white-class privilege. When I do pursue
visibility on campus as a person ofcolor, I am la-
i beled by the white majority on campus as aperson
of"volatile" behavior, and challenged as ifmy posi-
tive identification with my racial-cultural-ethnic-
sexual-spiritual background takes space away from
white students. Privilege and ill-privilege are too
real an experience here at SU.
How do we begin to combat privilege? Privilege
pierces the fabric ofour identities and it continues
to harm the good work we are all called to do by
our most beloved Jesuit mission of justice. Blind
acceptance of privilege kills human relationships
on an interpersonal level and also on a global level
where American privilege has contributed to sys-
tematic murders of God's people in Palestine, Af-
ghanistan and Iraq.
Let us be more than just about the building of
"common diversity laws" to rectify injustices on our
campus.As one popular song goes, "what is 10ve....
baby don't me, don't hurt me no more." Diversity
taskforces, programs and diversity initiatives mat-
ter, but unchecked privilege is an issue of the heart.
The conversion of the heart of the oppressors, in
this case ourselves, allows us to let go ofsome of
the privilege that breaks the collective will of our
campus to do good.
i I pray that one day we can all realize our privi-
lege, and be courageous enough to let it go, so the i
world can change for the better. Let it begin here,
at my beloved Seattle University.
Joesph can be reached at
seiaj@seattleu.edu
Engaging diversity: its more than a word
I Nicholas Lollini
| Editor-in-Chief
I
At first glance and on paper
Seattle University appears to
have diversity written all over
it. It boasts a population repre-
sented by 40 percent students
of color with campus clubs
and organizations to match the
many ethnicities that attend this
university.
In structural terms of num-
bers and percentages, Seattle
University is one of the most
diverse institutions in the Pa-
cific Northwest. The question
ofwhether we interact withand
fully engage in those elements as
a community is debatable.
"One of the reasons that I
wanted to come to Seattle Uni-
versitywas because I feel that this
campus is a fairly diverse one,
particularly compared to other
higher education institutions,"
said Monica Nixon, director of
the Office of Multicultural Af-
fairs. "Our numbers ofstudents
of color is strong, but I think
that it is important to think of
diversity in a lot of other ways.
For instance, in psychological
and behavioral frameworks."
Diversity is one of the six
core values oudined by Seattle
University as something to be
fostered — it is central to the fab-
ric of student life.
"Although we are a diverse
institution, there is more that
we can do," said Rob Kelly, vice
president of student develop-
ment. "The Engaging Our Di-
versity Task Force is looking at
... to what extent we are look-
ing at learning outcomes; are we
teaching our students what it is
like to be leaders for a just and
humane world."
The Office of Multicultural
Affairs (OMA), which primarily
supports the academic, person-
al, social and cultural success of
students ofcolor, also facilitates
the direct engagement of diver-
sity on campus.
"There are two ways [to en-
gage diversity]. One is an active
.way of engaging and another
way ofengaging is passive," said
Darrell Goodwin, associate di-
rector for OMA.
According to Goodwin, pas-
sive engagement is that type of
engagement that occurs auto-
matically, without any inten-
tional effort. At Seattle Uni-
versity, this is the most typical
form of engagement. The exis-
tence, and in fact prevalence of
people, .events and cultures that
are different from one's own,
force some level of engagement
to take place. As a result of that
passive engagement, members
of the Seattle University com-
munity become accustomed to
differences between cultures and
individuals and are more apt to
recognize and respect those dif-
ferences.
The second form of engage-
ment comes in a more interac-
tive form. Active engagement
requires members to show vis-
ible campus participation. This
type of engagement is obtained
through dialogue, attendance of
cultural or ethnic events, active
learning and acceptance of dif-
ferent, represented cultures.
"[Active engagement] is
where greater learning occurs,
it may be through dissonance,
when you say 'That really chal-
lenged my thinking,' or whether
it is like 'My ideas or stereo-
types were confirmed for me,'"
said Kelly. "I think it is really
important that we create op-
portunities in which different
groups can come together and
learn from one another, because
that is what will lead to students
becoming better citizens of the
world."
Seattle University acknowl-
edges that we have statistics on
our side but active engagement
of diversity on campus is lack-
ing. For many students, partic-
ularly student leaders of ethnic
and cultural clubs on campus,
the problems involving diversity
at Seattle University run deeper
than solely the engagement of
the different facets of the stu-
dent population.
"The numbers are there, and
the university itselfdoes a great
job recruiting minorities," said
Lamia Haddadi, president for
the Muslim Student Associa-
tion. "But, once they get here
it's not the same feeling. There
is no welcoming, it's like 'what
are we here for?'"
Haddadi's sentiments are
echoed by Charisse Arce, presi-
dent of the Student Council of
American Indians and Alaskan
Natives, who attributes the lack
of engagement at Seattle Uni-
versity to an incomplete core
curriculum.
"It [diversity] is not instilled
in our curriculum, I'm not learn-
ing about my history, and nei-
ther is anyone else," said Arce.
"During this timewelearn more
about ourselves, people come to
campus and are forced to experi-
ence, new, things. If .that doesn't
happen now, it makes me won-
der if it ever will."
The lack of a significant
number of minority faculty
members also gives rise to con-
cern for some organizational
leaders. The lack of on-campus
expertise regarding individual
segments of ethnic and cultural
diversity could be considered
detrimental to the potential for
conversations and debate in the
classroom.
"Classes should make people
engage diversity more, let's have
classes that talk about diversity,"
said Haddadi. "It's important
for everybody to try to engage,
there is always stuff said that
hurts people. When you have
conversations people feel safer
and more welcome."
The OMA Alliance consists
of representatives from multiple
student cultural and social or-
ganizations. These groups have
fused together in an attempt
to create cohesion, establish
lines of communication across
campus and increase collabora-
tion between minority elements
within the university.
Alliance members meet
monthly to bring each other
up to date on plans, upcoming
events and engage in open con-
versation regarding the propaga-
tion ofknowledge and interest
of diversity.
"This year has been the best
so far. Student organizations
have been collaborating in dis-
cussions about how to access
segments of the student popu-
lation," said Johnathan Meade,
co-president for the Black Stu-
dent Union. "People have to re-
alize that student organizations
are educational resources, as well
as places to relate cultural expe-
riences."
The responsibility of en-
gagement however, ultimately
rests on the shoulders of the
individual students on campus.
The university plays host to a
number of functions hosted by
the various ethnic and cultural
student organizations.
Annual events such as the
Umoja Ball, Luau, Barrio Fiesta
and Lunar New Year celebrations
are all examples ofopportunities
for the community to actively
engage elements of diversity.
However, each event is at-
tended by only a portion of the
student population.
"Everyone is different, every-
one will engage in a different
capacity," said Meade. "Every-
one is not going to feel com-
fortable; you don't always know
whatkind ofbackground people
come from."
The structure ofdiversity has
been established on campus and
has the potential to grow fur-
ther. The engagement of diver-
sity, while lacking in some areas,
is progressing. One key element
that is integral in encouraging
individuals to take a more active
stance in experiencing diversity,
has been left out. That element
is why it is beneficial to actively
engage in diversity.
"I think that it is important
to be active, that is the only way
to soak up information. Seattle
University excels in passive di-
versity in that we have students
from different cultures, back-
grounds and religions," said
Deandra Hee, President ofHui
O Nani Hawai'i. "I think people
could be more active, people do
know that it [events] is out there.
But, it is a function of time and
energy to get involved."
According to Eric Lim of the
United Filipino Club, one ofthe
main problems affecting partici-
pation on campus is the fact that
many students commute and do
not stay on-campus for anything
other than class.
However, Lim believes that
friends and classroom peers may
be the link that is needed to at-
tempt to draw in commuter stu-
dents to become more engaged
in campus diversity.
"A group can spend a lot of
time in advertising and PR. But,
the way I've seen it work best is
through friends, there's only so
much we can do. The individual
has to take it upon themselves,"
said Lim.
Ethnic and cultural groups
are open to all students of Se-
attle University and all members
of the community are encour-
aged to participate, regardless
of backgrounds. A sentiment
that was repeated by all leaders
of student organizations was
the fact that diversity is a good
thing, and will lead to greater
understanding and cooperation
between people.
"In my opinion, the more di-
versity the better," said Meade.
"There is not one person who
knows everything about being a
black American. It's a situation
where you have to be optimis-
tic about listening and learning
from what different people are
saying."
Nicholas can be reached
at iollinin@seattleu.edu
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entertainment
Modest Mouse biography sheds light on
band that too often leaves fans in the dark
Rose Egge
Staff Writer
Alan Goldsher judged his unau-
thorized Modest Mouse biography
accurately when he subtitled it "A
Pretty Good Read."
While the text is strewn with
excessive musical criticism and not
enough storytelling, Goldsher's
writing is colorful, unique and
humorous enough to entertain
readers.
Perhaps what is most impressive
about Goldsher's book is his ability
to make something out of nothing
by reporting on thecareer of a band
famous for shunning the press.
From the start, Goldsher's pet
project was set back when Modest
Mouse refused to get on board. In-
stead of pulling together a wimpy
collection of fantastic rumors for
TRL fans to droll over, Goldsher
wrote a smart and witty biogra-
phy utilizing numerous second-
hand interviews and other diverse
sources.
While the word "biography"
may cause readers to expect the
Modest Mouse story in an unbi-
ased and professional manner, he
has thankfully done otherwise.
While it is well written, coher-
ent and credible, the biography is
also relaxed and offhand. The book
is strewn with sarcastic comments
where it is clear the author could
not help but put his two cents in.
When it comes to describing
front man Isaac Brock, Goldsher's
own opinion shines through loud
and clear. This entertaining first-
person experience ofBrock got me
laughing on more than one occa-
sion. If it was not an outlandish
quote from the lead singer that did
it, Goldsher's dry humor definitely
lightened the mood.
I was put off on more than one
occasion as Goldsher criticized
Modest Mouse's entire discography,
every Modest Mouse song for that
matter, in explicit detail.
For the most part, I consider
these portions of the book to be
drawn out and tiresome. Howev-
er, if you're going spend your time
reading album reviews, Goldsher's
are credible, intelligent and fairly
balanced. As an experienced bass
player he can break down a song
and describe it in a way that is un-
derstandable to the less musically
intellectual but still impress most
music connoisseurs.
Furthermore, Goldsher gives
Modest Mouse praise only when it's
due and doesn't come offsounding
too much like a fan.
Goldsher is obviouslypassionate
about Modest Mouse and his de-
sire to writeabout this band shines
through.
The biography is strengthened
by the fact that he chose a very col-
orful subject. He did his research
and included many compelling
anecdotes. Like when Brock spent
time in Niagara County Jail, got
beat up and broke his jaw or the
time he tried to get struck by light-
ening.
The biography's hilarious quotes
from Brock are a highlight. To
conclude his book, Golsher quotes
Brock on his plans for the future.
"Cooking is what I want to do
with my life," Brock said. "As soon
as I'm done with this sh~ jobI have
now."
Modest Mouse fans, particularly
those indie rock Seatde fans, should
enjoy this book Familiar with Built
to Spill or 764-Hero? Remember
the timesyou hung out and watched
shows at the Old Firehouse in Red-
mond? Then Goldsher's trip down
memory lane into Modest Mouse's
early years will put a smile on your
face as you sit back and reminisce
of the scene's earlier days.
Overall, "Modest Mouse: A
Pretty Good Read" is a success.
Goldsher sheds light on everything
from the bands humble beginning
to Grammy nominations. He is
able to understand Brock's char-
acter - as much as anyone could
understand a man who claims to
have run-ins with the devil, is com-
pletely contradictory and hates to
be interviewed.
Rose can be reached at
eggee@seattleu .edu
A brilliant maze: the "geek from
Guadalajara" has done it again
Michael Lis-Sette
Volunteer Writer
In the face of the deepest pos-
sible oppression the world of
dreams, magic and fairy tales seem
like the perfect opportunity for es-
cape. But what if, when you arrive,
you find a world just as dark, just
as dank and just as nightmarish as
the one you left? What if, in this
strange new world, you also find
those who would demand the same
kind of unquestioning obedience
as those in the world ofwhich you
left? Would staying be worth the
price you might have to pay?
These are the sorts ofquestions
that confront the young girl Ofe-
lia (Ivana Baquero) in Guillermo
Del Torro's fairy tale "Pan's Laby-
rinth" ("El Laberinto del Fauno").
The film is set in Spain under the
reign of Generalissimo Francisco
Franco, more specifically in 1944,
in the days immediately before
and after D-Day, with the Civil
War having been over for years and
with only a few Republican militia
units still holding out.
The story begins as young Ofe-
lia and her mother Carmen (Ari-
adna Gil) are on their way to live
at a mill turned military outpost
commanded by Captain Vidal
(Sergi Lopez). Vidal is a member
of the Spanish Army and has been
tasked with clearing a group of
rebels from a section of the moun-
tains of northern Spain.
Carmen has recently married
Captain Vidal. Her first husband
(Ofelia's birth father), was a tailor
who was killed in the Civil War.
Upon arrival to Vidal's home, Ofe-
lia meets the kind Mercedes (Ma-
ribel Verdii), Vidal's chief house-
maid, who, as the audience soon
learns, has some very close ties to
the nearby militia unit that would
be none too pleasing to her boss.
Soon Ofelia is deseperate for es-
cape, after being subjected to all
kinds of cruelty. Escaping -to the
forest, she comes across a fairy who
leads her into an ancient stone lab-
yrinth that lays near the mill.
Once inside she meets the
seemingly benign faun named
Pan (Doug Jones), a creature part
goat and part tree. Upon notic-
ing her he prostrates himself be-
fore her as best as his physiology
allows and informs her that she
is actually Princess Moanna, the
long-lost daughter of the King of
the Underworld, reborn as a hu-
man being. He tells her that she
must perform three tasks before
the coming of the next full moon,
or else she shall never be able to
return to her true home.
She immediately agrees and so
begins her attempt at forging her
own path through two different
worlds that are as equally frighten-
ing and seemingly comfortless.
On one hand, she must con-
tend with a sickly mother who is
unable to be as close to her daugh-
ter an endure having a murder-
ous torturer for a stepfather who
cares only for his future son and
not one wit for Ofelia and her
mother. The ever-present threats
that come with living in Franco's
totalitariansociety are constant re-
minders of the imperfect society
she lives in.
In the realm of fantasy, she
must contend with a grotesque
toad, Pan himself, whose supposed
beneficence is called into question
as the film progresses and possibly
the most disturbing creation of
modern film, the Pale Man (also
played by Doug Jones). Sitting at
the head of a table laden with the
most lavish of feasts, this being
is almost eternally still, moving
only when someone might dare
to touch his food.
He is utterly emaciated, a sheet
of white skin draped over the.
seemingly frailest ofbones and has
no eyes in his head with which to
see. But then how would be able
to catch all of the children he has
devoured (as the artwork on the
ceiling above him indicates)? Be-
cause his eyes, which normally rest
on a dish right in front of him,
are to be screwed into his hands,
which he extends in front ofhim
as he begins a chase.
This is not the only example of
the disturbingly masterful artistic
elements ofthis film, which ranges
from the faun himself, with his
curving, branch like horns, to the
toad mentioned earlier, covered in
pustule boils and shooting out a
tongue as long as Ofelia is tall at
any unfortunate insect that hap-
pens to walk by.
But regardless of what world
they are found in, the "fantastic"
one or the "real" one, the audi-
ence is sure to be drawn in by the
artistry of this film - so much so
that they might never look at even
the most ordinary daily events
again.
The focus of our despair and
hope in this film remains young
Ofelia, who eventually finds the
courage to stand up to both her
sadistic stepfather and the domi-
neering Pan. Yes, this film is grim
and yes, it is violent.
In the end, however, it is the
celebration of this child's imagi-
nation and her strength to stand
up against tyranny that this movie
celebrates, not death and destruc-
tion, and for that audiences can
only applaud it.
Michael can be reached at
mlis-sette@yahoo.com
Photo Courtesy horrormagazine.com
The Pale Man tells a frightening
story in "Pan's Labyrinth," a film
often described as a fairy tale for
adults.
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Thurs., Feb. 8
Rehab, Authority Zero,
Crazy Anglos, The Jet
City Fix
$12 ADV/$l5 DRS.
6:30 p.m., El Corazon
Fri., Feb. 9
Of Montreal, The Blow
$15,8 p.m., The Showbox
They Shoot Horses, Don't
They?
$5, 8 p.m., S.S. Marie
Antoinette
Sat., Feb. 10
Pete Yorn, Aqualung
$25, 8 p.m., The Showbox
Sun., Feb. 11
Sarah Silverman
6 p.m., 21+, The Showbox
Mon., Feb. 12
Terror, The Warriors, All
Shall Perish
$12 ADV, 7 p.m., El Corazon
Camera Obscura,
Portstatic
$12, 8 p.m., Neumos
Cradle of Filth, 3 Inches
ofBlood
$25, 7 p.m., The Showbox
Tues., Feb. 13
Miss Crazy, Plus Size
Model, Chains of Pain
$8 ADV/$lO DRS
7:30 p.m., Et Corazon
Tyler Hilton, Curtis
Peoples
$12,6:30 p.m., Chop Suey
Capitol Hill Artwalk,
featuring The Knights
Free Admission/Food,
Neumos
Ongoing Weekend Event
No Black Male Show
$20, 8 p.m.,
Broadway Performance Hall
Metal gets a
facelift on new
With Passion album
Rob La Gatta
News Editor
The first great album of
2007, With Passion's "What We
See When We Shut Our Eyes,"
is perhaps the strongest recent
example of fine musicianship
coming full circle to present a
wholly energetic and enjoyable
recording.
With Passion isn't exactly
a new band, but the lineup
changes and stylistic differences
spanning their nearly five years
of recording make "What We
See When We Shut Our Eyes"
that much more of a triumph.
Hie five-piece outfit from Sac-
ramento, Calif, had released
four albums' worth ofrecord-
ings - some ofwhich presented
radically different versions of
the same song - already, taking
a rather technical and heavy ap-
proach to the art of metal.
The group was previously
known for use of brooding
keyboards to add to their heavy
sound and could be heard on
both their debut demo EP "The
First Battalion: Battle Ensues"
(self-released, 2003) and its
follow up, "In The Midst Of
Bloodied Soil," (Earache, 2005)
where the keyboard sound is
even more prominent.
But for the new album, With
Passion has brought about a
complete overhaul, a modern-
ization oftheir sound and line-
up that has resulted in a record
-that best demonstrates their
maturity as musicians.
Gone is much of the key-'
boards and also former vocalist
Shaun Gier. In their place, Fidel
Campos was recruited for vo-
cals while JeffMorgan and John
Abernathy - former guitarists of
Conducting From The Grave,
another Sacramento group who
independently released a demo
and their "Trials of the Fore-
saken' EP before breaking up in
early 2006 - signed on as well.
Former Conducting drummer
Greg Donnelly followed Mor-
gan, who was one ofthe found-
ing members of With Passion
before a 2003 departure, in the
switch. Rounding out the group
was original bassist Mike Nor-
deen, the one member who has
remained in the groupsince its
formed in 200.2.
The lineup changes have ail
been for the better. The guitar
work that Morgan and Aberna-
thy are known for from their
Conducting work - fluttery ar-
peggios that rise and fall with
unique timing and blasting ag-
gression — is back in full force,
even more defined and brutal.
While "What We See When
We Shut Our Eyes" retains the
melodic metal sound present in
Conducting From The Grave
songs, it is far heavier, falling
much closer to technical death
metal than hardcore music.
Breakdowns are still noticeable,
but they are masked — and even
transformed beyond the simple
metal breakdown seen in much
music today - by the guitar
work.
From the first seconds of the
album's opener "Pale Horses
Ride," the listener knows what
they're getting themselves into:
wailing guitars jump from the
left and right stereo speak-
ers and Campos* vocal style
— a raw scream that extends
beyond the high yell/low growl
tradeoff heard in most mod-
ern music of this style — brings
something fresh to the table.
"While not necessarily in a new
genre, With Passion has surely
carved out a comfortable new
niche for themselves in a genre
suffering from continual rep-
etition. Many of the songs
— such as "Through The Smoke
Lies A Path" and the title track
— move from frantic and fast to
slow, dfeamy instrumental sec-
tions with unique timing that
are sure to turn heads (even of
those who normally don't listen
to heavy music).
The attractiveness of this al-
bum is that it can appeal to peo-
ple across the board. There are
noticeable signs of thrash metal
(one need look no further than
the introduction to "Vengeance
In Departure"), punk, hardcore
and on a lesser scale some fran-
tic instrumentation that could
be a distant cousin of local Se-
attle acts The Blood Brothers
and Fall ofTroy. There is also a
fairly strong element ofclassical
music, both in With Passion's
timing and progressions.
"What We See When We
Shut Our Eyes" is an album for
everyone. Given the chance,
With Passion will eliminate the
conception of metal that most
Seattle University students
hold, proving once and for all
that listening to heavy music
can be an exciting and uplift-
ing experience. And thatis quite
the accomplishment, especially
for a group ofyoung dudes from
Sacramento.
Rob can be reached at
lagattar@seattleu.edu
Photo Cotkesy wit^assionfflietal-corn
With Passion's "What We See
When We Shut Our Eyes" is
one of the better metal albums
released in recent memory.
Casuelitas captures Caribbean spirit
Brenda Stice
Sports Editor
We may live in the Pacific North-
west, but when it comes to restau-
rants, thatknowledge is a sure indi-
cator ofone thing: diverse pickings.
Nestled under the lights of the
Space Needle, Casuelitas Authentic
Caribbean Cuisine represents Seattle
in a rare form. The restaurant boasts
a fushion ofBritish, Dutch, French,
Spanish, East Indian, West African,
Portuguese and Chinese cuisine - if
doesn't scream melting pot, I don't
know what would.
Although the place is small atfirst
glance, the tall, open ceilings, leading
to the restaurant from the bar, do it
wonders. The walls are detailedwith
a busy orange paint and traditional
artwork that issure to keep your eyes
roaming and entertained throughout
your visit—thatis, until you get your
food.
For those that are 21+, Casuelitas
offers an enticing happy hour with
a tasty drink selection. Specials run
from 4-7 p.m. on weeknights and
include half-price drinks and appe-
tizers.
Withmuch Caribbean spirit, the
bar wall has a list of the many dif-
ferent types of rum, representing a
multitude ofdark, light and gold.
Drinks are practically limited to
nothing, with a full bar, a blender
and plenty ofbotded beer.
If you're feeling daring, try the
drink entided "I Shot the Sheriff."
One shot of dark rum, one Red
Stripe beer. A delicious combina-
tion; it tastes like they were meant
to be together.
Beginning the meal with an ap-
petizer is a great way to test the Ca-
ribbean waters. Some of Casuelitas'
most savory treats combine sweet
plantains and seafood doused in a
deceivingly spicy sweet sauce.
Sandwiches, including jerkchick-
en, are available for those that have a
smaller appetite, but the entrees are
where the true soul of the culture
can be found. Good luck picking
just one. You might want to tackle
the menu witha groupand go family
style to get a range of gumbo, sea-
food and curried meats. Side dishes
are available for sharing as well.
Finish off this one-of-a-kind
experience with a delectable des-
sert. Choices include Haitian bread
pudding and a wide assortment of
cakes.
Casuelitas offers an expanded
menu for catering and also does
take-out. The restaurant is located
on Vine Street and is open Monday
through Saturday from 11 a.m. to
9 p.m.
For a closer to campus experi-
ence, check out their sister store,
located on Judkins Street.
Brenda can be reached
at sticeb@seattleu.edu
JackieCanchola The Spectator
Casuelitas Authentic Caribbean Cuisine offers a mixture ofappetizing
meals and tasty drinks with great happy hour specials.
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Softball highlights areas for improvement
Jessica Van Gilder
Staff Writer
The women's Softball team split
theirwins and losses last weekend
at the Best ofthe West Invitational,
finishing the weekend with a 3-3
record to start the new season.
Although the team gained early
momentum in their first game, lead-
ing with eight runs in just four in-
nings, they were not able to keep
a solid defensive force and allowed
San Francisco State back into the
game by giving up four runs. The
Redhawks would eventually take
the win, 10-6, but would start a
trend by losing theirnext game 1-0
against California State University
Stanislaus.
Saturday Seatde faced their big-
gest rival of the tournament, Hum-
boldt State, dredging through seven
innings ofa blank score board. In the
extra-inning Humboldt scratched
out a single run before silencing
Seattle's offense in the bottom of
the inning to end the game.
Even though their tournament
record was 3-3, Dan Powers, head
coach, said the team had the ability
to win all the games they lost, but
struggled to close games by letting
their opponents creep up even in
their wins.
"We just couldn't get the clutch
hits," said Powers. "We just had a lot
of rust with our physical errors and
mental errors we typical wouldn't
do at the midpoint of the season; a
lot of litde things that we typically
do right that we didn'tand that was
the difference between us winning
and losing."
Although Powers felt the team
played much better than their re-
cord could account for, he noted
that the inability to close out games
needs to be worked on. The players
have acknowledged this fault and are
prepared to make the adjustment in
their next outing.
"We need to learn how to close
games and lock them up, and play
seven innings strong," said Jane
Purdy, junior second baseman and
biology major. "We need to do the
litde things right to make the game
go in our favor, especially for the 1-0
games."
After the loss to rival Humboldt,
Seatde came back to defeat Grand
Canyon University 3-2, and took
their winning energy to the next
game against California State Uni-
versity Monterey Bay with a great
win of7-2.
However, the litde factors Purdy
spoke ofbrought Seatde to its final
loss ofthe tournament against Notre
Dame De Namur, with a score 4-2.
Notre Dame sealed the win with
six more hits and two more runs as
Seattle struggled to get the ball out
of the infield.
Purdy admitted she wasn't at her
best this weekend, but also said she
saw greatpotential to learn from the
missing elements thatkept Seattle at
a split record last weekend.
"We had some freshmen step up
big and show what they can really
do to," said Purdy. "It shows that we
have the depth this year we need to
make it really far."
Adding to that depth was Katie
Peterson, freshman right fielder and
education major, who contributed
four runs and seven hits and made
the all-tournament team.
"I was a litde nervous coming
out, being the freshman leading
off," said Peterson. "I knew I had
to step up and show [the coaches]
that I wanted to be out there and
play. I had to prove that I belong
out there in that position and I can
handle it."
Although the record was split, Pe-
terson said the team's performance
proved Seatde can compete with the
teams in the league, even though
their game needs to be tightened up
to secure wins.
"We proved that we could hang
with thereally tough teams. It proves
that we have what it takes to be up
thereand do well. Hopefully that is a
starting point for our season andwe
build on that," said Peterson.
However, Peterson and Purdy
both recognized theirability tokeep
a lead or get runners to home instead
ofbeing left on base needs work.
"Execution was a big thing.
We had runners on base...we just
couldn't get those timely hits at the
times when we need them," said
Purdy.
Peterson also said the team needs
to work on theirat-bats.
"We would have a couple really
strong innings and the rest of the in-
nings we [would] sort ofcoast," said
Peterson. "Throughout the whole
game we need to keep our offense
up."
Despite a few missing links, the
team feels strong starting off the
season, as long as they hold onto
their leads and take their batting up
a notch.
"I'm really excited. This tourna-
ment showed us that we're ready and
we can do it," said Peterson.
Purdy who said the team's chem-
istry was awesome this weekend has
high hopes for the rest of the sea-
son.
"I'm super excited for what we
can do this year. We had a lot of
good things happen and I'm really
excited to see what this team can do
once we put it all together....and
we're pretty close," said Purdy.
Powers is also confident after last
weekend's tournament, referring to
it as a learning lesson for the team.
"This tournamentsets us up very
well for the rest of the year," said
Powers. "We know what we have to
work on to be a complete team and
the team realized how well they can
potentially do when they put it all
together."
Whether or not the team tightens
up their game will be determined in
their next tournament, the Schutts
D-II Invitational which is sched-
uled for Feb. 15-17 in Phoenix,
Arizona.
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
Rugby not just a sport, a past time
Sean Towey
Staff Writer
"Instinct, boys! Instinct!"
"Ball! Ball!"
"On me! On me!"
"Green! Cadillac!"
A group of sweaty young men,
and one woman, yell these phrases
through the thick, smelly air wafting
in the Astro Gym.
No, they are not a group of car
salesmen in training, they are the Se-
attle University Rugby Club.
Lead by Mateo Moore, sopho-
more communications major and
captain, and coached by New Zea-
land native Chris "Kiwi" Mansfield,
the team hopes to continue the suc-
cess it has had.
At 14-1-1 going into the spring
season, they have a good chance at
doing so.
Perhaps oneof the reasons they are
so successful is because of the free and
welcoming atmosphere that the sport
provides. After all, the club is open to
anyone ofall shapes and sizes.
"What's great about rugby is that
there is a position for every body
type," said Jason Volberding, a senior
political science major.
Students have joined for many
reasons, but all have learned toknow
the game.
"I neededto stay fit," said Moore.
"It took me a couple ofweeks to get
the game down, but it's a lot offun."
Though Mateo did not play a
contact sport through high school,
he finds many parts ofrugby appeal-
ing.
"We get to hit people. But it's a
gameofskill and finesse and it takes a
lot of trust. Ifsomeone screwsup, then
their teammateis goingto get drilled,"
said Moore. "If the guys around you
don't trust you, or if you don't trust
the guys around you, then the team
isn't going to get anywhere."
Manybelieve thatrugby is as much
a social past time as it is a sport, and
that some of the players party about
as crazy as they play.
"We get together with the other
team and have a social after every
game," said Moore.
Mansfield put the sport's stereo-
types into perspective.
"It's the world's largest and oldest
fraternity," said Mansfield, who heard
the saying from an American.
"I mean, you have to be a little
crazy to play," saidVolberding.
There is a tentative schedule cur-
rendy available for the team's upcom-
ing season, which has therugby team
matched up against Western Wash-
ington Universityat home on Feb. 17,
Whitman College at home onMar. 3,
Willamette University away on Mar.
17, and Seattle Pacific University at
home on Mar. 31.
Previously, the teamwas scheduled
to play at the Division II level, but
was relegated back to the Division
II "small college" level - equivalent
to the Division 111 level - because
Mansfield felt that SU's rivalry with
the Oregon Institute ofTechnology
rugby team was more important to
maintain thanmoving theteam up to
ahigher level. As a result, the SU team
still has gamesscheduled for this year
with many Division II teams, such as
Western Washington, but they do not
count for anything because they are
merely "friendly" competitions.
The club currendy has about 20
members, but Mansfield would like
a lot more.
"Injuries have plagued us all sea-
son," said Mansfield. "I've got three
guys who justhad surgery."
Though rugby is aphysical game,
it does not cause as many injuries as
some people think
"I've been hurt more times play-
ing basketball than rugby," said
Moore.
Mansfield, whohas been involved
with rugby for the past 23 years, pro-
vided a final reason to join the club.
"It's rugby, mate," he said. "We
live and die for each other."
Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu
Jackie Canchola TheSpectator
While practicing in the Connolly Center Astrogym, Jason Volberding,
senior political science major, defends a fellow rugby teammate.
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Thurs. Feb. 8
Women's basketball vs.
Alaska Fairbanks
5:30 p.m.
Connolly Center
Men's basketball vs.
Western Oregon
7:30 p.m.
Connolly Center
Sat. Feb. 10
The Husky Classic
8:30 a.m.
Dempsey Indoor Track
UW Men's basketball vs.
Stanford
4 p.m.
Bank of America Arena
Wonen's basketball vs.
Anchorage
7 p.m.
Connolly Center
Women's basketball
Appreciation Night
featuring free Wingdome hot
wings before the game in the
Quiet Exercise Room and
the Seattle Seahawks Blue
Thunder Drumline at haiftime
Seattle Sonics vs.
Sacramento Kings
7 p.m.
Key Arena
Sun. Feb. 11
Seattle Thunderbirds vs.
Tri-City Americans
5:05 p.m.
Key Arena
Hies., Feb. 13
World Wrestling
Entertainment
"Smackdown"
6:45 p.m.
Key Arena
Wed., Feb. 14
Seattle Sonics vs.
Phoenix Suns
7 p.m.
Key Arena
MaiaCurran
Volunteer Writer
Additional reporting by
Brenda Stice
Sports Editor
Last Saturday, Seattle Universi-
ty's basketball teams both suffered
losses during a double header
against rival school Seattle Pacific
University at Royal Brougham
Pavilion.
In a game that was to deter-
mine first place in the conference,
the women's game kicked offwith
the start of SPU homecoming
celebrations that would continue
throughout the night.
The SU women, on a five-
game winning streak, ran out to
an early 19-7 lead just seven and
a halfminutes into the game with
Kamrica Ary-Turner, junior for-
ward, setting the stage for what
originally seemed to be the start of
a sweeping victory, scoring a total
of 10 points towards the begin-
ning of the first half.
"I thinkwe came out and num-
ber one, executed our game plan,"
said Dan Kriley, head coach. "I
think that's how hard we can play.
It's just a matter ofsustaining, that
even when we get [into] foul trou-
ble and substitutions come in."
But SPU picked up the pace
and turned out a 14-4 run to tie
the score, 21-21, with six minutes
left in the first half. SU fought
hard through the rest of the half
and Ashley Brown, senior point
guard, made a buzzer beating lay-
up, temporarily guiding SU back
to the forefront. SU led SPU 31-
30 at half.
During the second half, the
girls kept up their physicality as
it remained a one point game for
most of the half. Seatde's defense
performed solid with Laura Jones,
senior wing, giving the team a
strong opportunity to succeed by
setting strong picks.
Her aggression was unmatched
on the court and allowed Carly
Fromdahl, senior forward, Laina
Sobczak, junior forward, Brown
and Ary-Turner to score in double
digits.
"Laura's play on the defensive
end has always been pretty con-
sistent. We feed offof her quite a
bit," said Kriley. "She's our cata-
lyst. That's kind ofwhat we expect
from her. She knows that she has
to bring that intensity to every
game, otherwise we're not going
to be successful."
Although Jones put forth a
strong effort to take the game for-
ward, Seattle's lack ofrebounding
and mounting anxiety caused the
team to frequently turnover the
ball.
Being down by six with two
minutes left, SU was forced to
foul to stop the clock, ultimately
sealing their fate as Seattle Pacific
sank ten free throws in a row in
the final minute ofplay.
"Some of the shots that we
shot weren't in the flow of our of-
fense. We did not execute on the
offensive end as well as we should
have," said Kriley. "A lot of the
shots that we got we were trying
to create or they were forced."
Team members felt the same
way looking back on the perfor-
mance during the last few minutes
of play.
"We shot hard at first but to-
wards the end nothing was hit-
ting," said Jones.
On the men's side, the game
was also pivotal as they were neck
and neck for play-off positions in
the conference.
Seattle came into the game
with the confidence of their pre-
vious win against SPU just two
weeks ago with a score of 86-68.
Saturday however proved to be an
almost flipped result.
SPU started hard and didn't
stop, maintaining the lead the
entire game. Seattle's fan club, the
"Dirrty Birds" lent their support
and by passing out rap sheets to
the SU fans on many of Seattle
Pacific's star players.
The antagonism didn't rattle
the game plan of SPU. The score
at the halfwas a resounding SPU
lead 51-29.
Ryan Webb, senior point
guard, led SU with 19 points for
the game, but the Falcon's roster
countered that with evenly spread
high scoring players, led by Rob
Will, senior center, who matched
Webb with 19 points ofhis own.
Despite a change in the start-
ing five due to illness, the Red-
hawks still approached the SPU
match up as any other game.
"We didn't do anything differ-
ently. We just went in with the
same game plan," said Travis Welt,
junior center. "We had a couple
players that were sick and filled
[those] roles. They did what they
had to do."
The Falcon's home court ad-
vantage seemed to play out well
for them as their crowd and fes-
tivities heightened their aware-
ness of the ball. The final score
of 98-74 was a 24 point differ-
ence that stung as the Redhawks
headed home.
"You've got to give SPU cred-
it; they shot the ball really well,"
said Welt. "We know we can beat
them and when we see them in
the playoffs we're going to beat
them."
Seattle's play-off picture still
looks bright.
"We control our own destiny,"
said Joe Callero, head coach.
"One loss is just one game." Cal-
lero appeared to be hopeful about
making one ofthe top eight slots
in the NCAA tournament.
The men's team will not face
SPU again unless they meet in the
postseason, but the women's team
is set to have a rematch in the last
home game of the season.
The Redhawks are scheduled
to play this Thursday for another
doubleheader that begins at 5:30
p.m. with the women taking on
the University of Alaska Fair-
banks. The men's game against
Western Oregon University will
follow at 7:30 p.m.
Maia can be reached at
curranm@seattleu.edu
Brenda can be reached at
sticeb@seattleu.edu
Women awarded an even greater advantage
in co-ed intramural basketball competitions
Emily Holt
StaffWriter
Intramural basketball at Seattle
University now has some new rules,
particularly pertaining to women.
It is now a violation for a male to
block a shot attempted by a female.
A male blocking a females shot re-
sults in a goaltending violation.
Women also get an extra point
for each basket scored. Three points
are awarded for regular baskets, four
for a traditional three-pointer, and
two for free throws.
The new rule regarding men
blocking women is actually a rem-
edy to the previous rules which did
not allow men to guard women at
all. Now, men can guard women,
but the blocking penalty exists to
prevent an unfair advantage. Men
could also previously not shoot out-
side ofthe key, but that rule has also
been changed.
The cause of the new rules is
the new leadership in Recreational
Sports under Matt Shaw, the new
coordinator of intramural sports.
Shaw got his masters at Washing-
ton State University and Washing-
ton Central College and is origi-
nally from Monroe, Washington.
He led intramural sports at Wash-
ington State University and the
University of North Carolina and
has been at Seattle University since
last summer.
"I changed the rules in order
to entice women to play and get
more involved. We are just think-
ing logically. These are the rules
used at other schools all across the
nation," said Shaw. "It is now to the
benefit ofguys to pass to girls and
doesn't restrict guys as much."
The old rule, restricting men
from guarding women, was also
difficult for referees and players.
"We have new officials this quar-
ter, and they have a lot to watch
already. It's not easy to see if a guy
suddenly switches to guard a girl,"
said Shaw. "[Calling penalties for
this] disrupts the flow of the game
as well. Hopefully, this will make
the playing somewhat even."
Shaw also said that he wants to
be careful not to skew the old rules
too much and that the program is
in a testing out period. He is very
open to suggestions and would like
to hear how students perceive the
new rules.
"[The real goal of intramurals] is
that people come out and have fun
and get out ofit what they want,"
said Shaw.
Although many students feel
that these changes were necessary,
some women who frequent intra-
mural games have otherconcerns in
regards to the new rules for mixed-
gender games.
"I have played with guys all my
life. I don't want to be seen as the
pity card; I can play either way,"
said Colby Erikson, sophomore
business marketing major.
Kevin Brown, sophomore me-
chanical engineering major, has a
unique perspective on the new rules
because he is both a referee and oc-
casionally plays in pick-up games.
"It is a lot easier to ref in a close
game and is a good way to get
girls involved," said Brown. "Matt
[Shaw] is a cool guy. They are see-
ing how it plays out."
Brown thinks that people like
the new rules more because the old
ones were confusing. He also thinks
it is good that men cannot block
women's shots.
"Matt [Shaw] is going off the
international rules, so something
has to be working there."
The responses, however, were
not as positive for everyone on the
court.
"I think the rules are kind of
degrading to females. I am disap-
pointed," saidKim Barron, sopho-
more nursing major. "I am used to
playing with guys, but this throws
things off."
At the University of Washing-
ton, nothing is specified in the
IMA Handbook about the inter-
action between men and women
in basketball games. However, ifa
woman wishes to play on a men's
team or in a tournament with men,
permission must be granted, and
she mayplay in either sex's division,
but not with both. The same rule
applies to men.
At UCLA, the IMA Handbook
does notspecify gender basedrules;
all rules are stated in terms of the
gender neutral term "players" with
the exception of the line, "in co-
recreational play, it is no longer re-
quired that female players possess
the ball in any given possession."
At GonzagaUniversity, basket-
ball gamesbegin with four players
on the court, two men and two
women. It is stated, "scoring will be
kept the same for men and wom-
en's games. There are no differences
for male or female points."
At SU, the ratio of men to
women on the court is a desired
3-2 ratio (women to men), though
a team can play with morewomen
as long as there is at least one male
on the court at all times.
There are also a few changes at
SU in the rules regarding football.
In co-ed football, a pass must go
to a female in every other play; a
male cannot be passed to twice in
consecutive plays. A touchdown
scored by a female by forward pass,
catch or run, is worth nine points,
compared to the usual six. Co-ed
football games also start with an
equal ratio of men to women on
one team.
"We hope to increase participa-
tion" said Shaw in regards to the
new rules in football.
The only mention of gender
in the indoor soccer rules is that
when a game starts, there may be
an uneven ratio of men to wom-
en. There must be however, either
only one more man than the total
number of women, or only one
more woman than the sum total
ofmen.
Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
Jackie Canchola TheSpectator
Intramurals basketball has taken on new rules which now allow men
to guard women, but give women more points for the shotsthat they
Softball highlights areas for improvement
Jessica Vangilder
Despite double loss to Seattle Pacific, basketball
postseasons still attainable for both teams
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editorial
Diversity is an element of Seattle University
that is touted at every opportunity, as it right-
fully should be. The positive effects that accom-
pany engagement of and exposure to people,
events, cultures and ideas that are different from
ours give rise to knowledge and opportunity for
personal advancement, while at the same time
creating understanding and mutual respect be-
tween people of different backgrounds.
A defining point in the appeal of this insti-
tution lies with the fact that we recruit and
cater to a diverse and unique mix of students
representing an array ofbackgrounds, cultures,
religions, ideas and ethnicities. Working to fur-
ther that element of the university must remain
a focal point throughout the admissions, social
and curricular processes of the university.
Although Seattle University can claim to
be one of the most diverse universities in the
Northwest, the question remains ofhow diverse
this institution actually is - and to what extent
we engage that diversity
To answer the first of these questions, a defi-
nition regarding what the term "diversity" re-
ally means must be supplied. According to the
Merriam-Webster dictionary, the meaning of
"diverse" is as follows:
1: differing from one another
2: composed of distinct or unlike elements
or qualities
By this definition, Seattle University fails the
test ofbeing a truly diverse institution. Though
40 percent of undergrads at the school are stu-
dents of color, 52 percent of those are ofAsian/
Pacific Islander descent. The remainder is com-
posed of a combination of Hispanics, African
Americans, international students and Native
Americans which represent seven, six, six and
two percent of the total student population,
respectively. White/European students compose
52 percent of the total student population.
This means that 73 percent of Seattle Univer-
sity is represented by two groups of ethnicities,
something that undoubtedly takes away from
opportunities to learn from and interact with
the underrepresented elements on campus.
The second question, regarding how engaged
diversity is on campus is one that has been called
to the forefront of public debate within both
student and administrative circles and the effort
to more actively engage the diversity that we do
have at this university is worthy of recognition
and applause.
Though actively engaging diversity on an ur-
ban campus such as this shouldn't be considered
a daunting challenge - we have already come
far enough to show that the will to action is
there, even if perhaps that action has yet to
be fully initiated. For an institution that wears
a badge of diversity proudly on its sleeve, ef-
forts still must be taken - both by students and
administrators - before Seattle University can
live up to the name and reputation it speaks so
proudly of.
Just who are the real war criminals?
Sean Rawson
VolunteerWriter
This week could prove to be one
of the most pivotal and revealing
for the future of the Iraq War and
the soldiers fighting it since our in-
vasion and occupation began nearly
! four years ago.
Lieutenant EhrenWatada is be-
ing court-martialed for disobeying
orders to be sent to Iraq and for
publicly questioning the legality of
the war. Facing a possible four years
' in prison and dismissal from the
service, Watada has generated na-
tional and international attention
for being the first commissioned of-
ficer to refuse deployment to Iraq.
Watada rests his argument on
the fact that the U.S. is fighting an
illegal war based on international
law. Ifhe were to follow his orders,
he claims, hewouldbe guilty ofwar
crimes. Besides the legal implica-
tions of the war, Watada says he can
not conscientiously participate in
a war that is not only illegal, but
immoral as well.
"It is my duty," he has said, "as a
commissioned officerin the United
States army to speak out against
grave injustice. My moral and legal
obligation is to the Constitution.
Not to those who issue unlawful
orders."
Presented with the opportunity
to attend a rally supporting Lieu-
tenant Watada and his family, I
took a short trip down 1-5 to Fort
Lewis on Monday with Professor
Gary Chamberlain and a friend to
see what all the controversy was
about.
The rally featured numerous
speakers thanking Watada and
other service-people who have spo-
ken out against thewar. One ofmy
first observations was the notable
presence of veterans at the rally
supporting the actions of a soldier
disobeying orders.
The most memorable part of
the rally for me, however, was a
mock trial of five war criminals:
George W Bush, Dick Cheney,
Donald Rumsfeld, Condoleezza
Rice and the U.S. Congress. Found
unanimously guilty by the jury (the
people of the United States and the
world), the defendants were sen-
tenced to immediate withdrawal
of American troops in Iraq and
ordered to provide support to re-
build the country by working with
the Arab League and the United
Nations.
The vibrant and colorful trial
was humorously characterized by
giant puppets of a judge and the
members of the Bush Administra-
tion. Despite its creative humor, the
trial got me thinking some serious
issues in the Watada case. A young
man has spoken out to follow his
conscience, fully knowing that he
will likely face multiple years in
prison.
The leaders ofourcountry, how-
ever, led us into a war that has now
taken more American lives than
those lost in the terrorist attacks
of Sept. 11, 2001, not to mention
over 500,000 Iraqi civilians (or
many more, according to some esti-
mates). While these leaders remain
in office today (with the exception
of Rumsfeld),Watada will probably
be spending the next few years of
his life in prison.
How can we justify the impris-
onmentof a soldier honorably fol-
lowing his conscience while the true
war criminals continue to lead our
country in a war now disapproved
ofby the majority ofAmericans?
Watada's critics say that he
joined the army knowing he could
be sent to Iraq, that his act is one of
cowardice, and that he is betraying
and abandoning his fellow soldiers
by refusing to fight. But by enter-
ing a legally and morally question-
able war without a clear exit strat-
egy and by sending in additional
thousands of troops to a war that
is deteriorating more and more ev-
ery day, it is our president and his
administration who have betrayed
our troops.
As Archbishop Desmond Tutu
told Watada, "In Christian tradi-
tion, ethicists insist on the ab-
solute primacy of obeying one's
conscience. It is a categorical im-
perative." Watada's courageous acts
show that he is willing to accept
the consequences he must face for
criticizing this illegal and immoral
war.
What can students here at SU
do to help end this war as soon
as possible? It may seem like it is
difficult for individuals to make a
difference, but look at whatWatada
has done. We can help by staying
tuned in to the trial and supporting
other resisters who have refused to
obey illegal orders (check out Au-
gustin Agauyo, www.couragetore-
sist.org).
Don't accept the Bush claim
that sending in more troops will
help, a proposal disapproved of
by the majority ofAmericans. We
must follow the example of cou-
rageous leaders like Ehren Watada
who are willing to stand out of the
crowd andmake sacrifices necessary
to fight injustice and end an illegal
and immoral war.
Sean can be reached at
rawsons@seattleu.edu
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opinion
Useless Night Hawk plauged by rude operators and lengthy delays
Megan Peter
Managing Editor
Lately it seems that trying to
get a ride from the Nighthawk has
been like pulling teeth, and not
even worth it most of the time.
My freshman year the Night-
hawk did not exist. The luxury
of having a ride to the grocery
store late at night or even to an
off campus party was something
that my friends and I thought
would only happen if one of us
actually bought a car.
Then the university saw the
need for some sort of escort ser-
vice and the Nighthawk was born.
For awhile it was sort of an un-
derground secret: not many peo-
pie knew about it, so not many
people used the service. There
was never a wait longer than 10
minutes and you could call right
up to the minute of midnight or 2
a.m. (depending on the day) and
still get a ride.
But soon, Public Safety began
promoting the Nighthawk, and
what had once been a well-kept
secret used only by those who re-
ally needed that ride was abused
by everyone. Soon groups of five
were using the Nighthawk to go
from Campion to 14thand Jeffer-
son, while one person is waiting
to go home who lives 10 blocks
off-campus.
And if you want a ride on a
Friday or Saturday forget about
it, you need to call at a least an
hour before the Nighthawk "clos-
es," even if that isn't the time that
you want to leave at. But appar-
ently cutting your night short is
the price you have to pay to get
home safe.
If Public Safety is going to
constantly push the concept
of taking the Nighthawk they
should be providing a more ad-
equate service than they already
do. The dispatchers that work
for them should be required to
go through both training on
how take the calls and a "how
to" course in customer service.
There have been many times
when the dispatchers have been
flat out rude, not only myself,
but to many others that I know
as well.
The rude dispatchers, coupled
with the fact that there are only
two vans running on a given
night and the fact that I have to
wait out in the cold longer than it
would have taken me to get to my
destination is why I don't take the
Nighthawk anymore. I am at the
point where I would rather risk
getting mugged, raped or mur-
dered than have to go through
the process of calling the Night-
hawk.
The Nighthawk market has
become oversaturated with stu-
dents, and if they want to con-
tinue to provide this service they
need to add more vans or extend
hours. Though it might be dif-
ficult for the student drivers to
take on the extra hours during the
weekdays, there are other officers
that could take over the role. To
me, the safety ofstudents should
be a priority and the extra cost
shouldn't matter. Plus, wouldn't
it be nice to see the rise in our
tuition actually go to something
most of us use (or try to use) on
a regular basis?
The one nice thing about the
Nighthawk is the drivers. These
men and women must be com-
mended, for not only giving up
their nights to ensure our safety
home, but also for putting up
with the drunken college students
that take theride back to campus
after a late party.
The simple concept ofprovid-
ing rides for students has turned
into a complicated mess that re-
quires you to "work the system"
just to get home safely. Some-
times students don't want to have
to play that game, nor should they
have to. Wouldn't it just be nice if
the process of getting a safe ride
home was as simple as calling,
waiting the accurate amount of
previously determined time and
then getting a ride?
But then I guess it wouldn't be
life if it was easy.
Megan can be reached at
peterll93@seattleu.eduI — '
Carey Smith The Spectator
What right to press?
Leah Newcomb
Staff writer
Some time ago, Iwould have de-
fended freedom of the student press
to the death. Itwasallabout fighting
The Man, upholding individualism,
blah blah blah. Then I realized: it's
not the 1960'sany more. There are
more important things in life. And
inasmuch as the student press is
not the real world, school officials
have die almost God-given right to
meddle in student affairspertaining
to the press. The student press is a
forum for learning how to be a real
journalist,and not a lesson on the
Bill of Rights.
Publishers are the ones ultimately
accountable for the contents oftheir
publication, and thus it can be said
that only publishers truly have free-
dom ofpress. At the student level,
those publishers are school officials.
Therefore it is in the best interestofa
school to censor their press, because
theirpress should reflect favorably on
the schools affairs. This abuse per-
haps gives a negative first impression
to aspiring journalists. It may even
bode ill for the future ofjournalism.
So as much as it is the duty of
school officials to censor, it isalso the
duty ofstudent journalists to fight
back against abuse ofpower. What
better way to leam to defend free-
domofpress? It's a nicelittle Mobias
loop.
Washington state representative
Dave Upthegrove recently proposed
a bill that wouldallow student jour-
nalists a greater degreeoffreedom in
the press. I am opposed to this bill
because it gives student journalists
too much power, and part of the joy
ofbeing a student journalist is being
powerless. Ironically.
However, the danger of the stu-
dent press is that school officials, to
their chagrin, may wind up breed-
ing lukewarm journalists who don't
know a thing - or even care - about
freedom ofpress. Because in thereal
world, the press is in a pretty sad
state.
Accotdingto the Reporters With-
out Borders 2006 annual report on
world press freedom, the United
States ranks 53rd for freedom of
press, out of 168 nations. That's
pretty lame. Canada ranks 16th.
Botswana, Croatia and Tonga also
53rd.
I wrote a novel once where reli-
gious fanatics took over the United
States and George Bush became a
dictator. In that novel, the press was
censored to horrific extents. Savvy
revolutionaries were forced toread
the personals in The Stranger to
glean insight about the true stateof
the union.It was altogether arather
horrible situation.And also a rather
horrible novel.
Please do take thedystopicwarn-
ing ofmy novel to heart, my dear
student journalists: fight The Man.
• But you'll never win. %ure not
supposed to.
Leah can be reached at
newcombl@seattJeu.edu
Letters to the editor
Dear Editor,
The Peer Health Action Team
(PHAT) would like to respond
to an article printed in the Janu-
ary 31st issue of The Spectator,
entided: "Wet Campus Puts Stu-
dent Leaders in Hot Water," by
SeanTowey. Unfoundedfalse and
misleading allegations were made
towards PHAT during the SEAC
"alcohol on campus" forum, and
subsequendy printed in our stu-
dentpaper. Accordingly, we would
like to dispel the blatantly libel
comments, and promulgate, that
no members of the Peer Health
Action Team became ill after Fall
Ball. "The Spectator" is slander-
ous; it took a false accusation and
printed it as truth. In the future,
consider investing interest in
both sides of a story before haste-
fully printing opined speculation
from only one perspective. How
credible is Sean Towey when he
could not correctly documentour
groups name?Furthermore, what
kind of student leader is Michael
Allston, the individual who made
the accusations in the first place,
forchoosing a very public venue in
which to voice his incorrect, slan-
derous and hurtful opinions?
The PHAT was started in Oc-
tober 2006 by Deb Hinchey, a
newly hired staff member with a
background in public health. The
team includes 11 students from
diverse backgrounds, ages, experi-
ences and majors.
Our mission is to exemplify tKe
Jesuit values of Seattle University
through enhancing the healthand
well-being of students, staff and
faculty by supporting good health
practices, thereby promoting
healthy and sustainable behavior
changes through education, pre-
vention, collaboration and peer
support. Members meet weekly
to address issues among the stu-
dent body and to plan programs
on campus. In order to ascertain
knowledge and perspectives topass
onto our peers, member training
is also acquired from profession-
als within the Seatde area such as:
Swedish, Harborview, surrounding
clinics, and resources on campus.
PHAT has been a resource for
many groups and offices on cam-
pus. Some eventshosted by PHAT
are: Sexual assault prevention, Hall
Crawl, theAnneCarragher Fitness
and Wellness Challenge, Depres-
sion Screening Day, Quit Cold
Turkey and Can I Kiss You?, a fa-
vorite amongst the students. Our
office, located in Pavilion 126,
currendy leads Wellness Walks on
Thursdays 12:45-lpmand we are
also working on Sexual Respon-
sibility Week, Eating Disorders
Awareness Week and Alcohol
Awareness Week. For future pro-
gramming keep your eyes peeled
for some interesting upcoming
topics.
Sincerely,
The Peer Health Action Team
Dear students of SU,
As you know, Seattle Univer-
sity agrees with and supports the
views of everything on campus.
This includes every book in the
library, every webpage accessed
on school computers and - most
importantly - every page of ev-
ery newspaper available on cam-
pus.
Recently you may have read
the letter from Mr. McKillop,
rightly bashing the progressive
filth found in papers like The
Stranger and Seattle Weekly. In
his letter, Mr. McKillop called
for SU to ban these papers be-
cause of the ads for "escorts"
found in them. However noble
his goal might have been, Mr.
McKillop did not go far enough.
We know that SU does not con-
done prostitution, but it also
doesn't support birth control,
abortion, homosexuality and
eating meat on Fridays. Well, my
friends, advertisements for all of
these activities can be found in
The Seattle Times and Seattle
Post-Intelligencer. Therefore
it is only right that we ban all
of these publications from this
school.
In conclusion, don't ever read
anything, lest you be "negatively
affected."
Sincerely,
Sara Bernet
Bernets@seattleu.edu
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that scientists aren't the only ones concerned about our planet's future. Hie need to be accurate and
concise is very importantboth in the discussions of the environment and In the media; as such, clarifica-
tion to the article, "What's your GlobalWarming Theory?" [The Spectator, 1/31/07] needs tobe made.
Contrary to consensus being calculated at a ratio of two-thirds, the scientific consensus or
warmingof our planet. Or. Richard Young, ofSeattJe U's Environmental Studiesprogram explains, "This
is the consensus of the vast majority of scientists," but he acknowledgesthat thereare "rogue" profes*
sors, who wouldreject the theory of human-induced gioba! warming.
http://vvww,hindu.com/^
voices
What do you think is the most
diverse aspect about SU?
Photos and interviews by Carey Smith
"The variety of religions at a Catholic school."
Josh Moore, freshman international studies
and journalism major
"The students I work with through my multi-faith ministry."
Erin Beary, ecuminecat and multi-faith counselor
"Being in Capitol Hill withall the ethnic restaurants."
Katie Bowler, junior environmental studies major
"The variety of styles of Seven jeans that girls wear."
Ashley See, junior journalism major
"The food that we get at C-Street.. .especially the cookies."
Katie Carey, sophomore environmental studies major
"The opportunities to help the less fortunate."
Steph Spiers, juniorsociology major
There are no Public Safety Reports this week because The Spectatordid not receive themin time for publication. The Reports will return next week.
